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An Abstract of the Thesis Presented
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(in Civil Engineering)
May, 2006
The objective of the research work was to develop a method to embed fiber optic
sensors (FOS) that measure strain in polymer matrix composite (PMC) laminates and
sandwich composite panels, to apply the technology to structural health monitoring, and
to assess the durability of the sensor system through a fatigue test protocol applied to
sandwich composite panels. There is a growing interest in determining and monitoring
the performance and sustainability of structures such as bridges, buildings, marine
vessels, and aerospace structures. By monitoring structural elements, damage to the
structure can be detected resulting in more efficient repair and maintenance schedules,
the life of the structure can be potentially prolonged, and design assumptions can be
refined with a better understanding of the loading and performance of the structure.
The goal of the structural health monitoring of the Advanced Engineered Wood
Composites (AEWC) Center office building expansion was to develop a system of fiber
optic strain sensors embedded in PMC laminates and combination temperature and

relative humidity sensors to monitor the effect of changes in the building’s environment
and loading conditions on the performance of structural elements.
A method to embed FOS in sandwich composite panels fabricated by the Vacuum
Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) method with Seemans Composite Resin
Infusion Molding Process (SCRIMP) technology was developed for the fabrication of
both PMC laminates and sandwich composite panels. The durability of the FOS was
assessed throughout the fabrication process, the handling and installation of FOS PMC
laminates on beams within the AEWC office expansion, and during fatigue testing of the
sandwich composite panels. The sensor laminates proved to be durable throughout the
fabrication and installation process and have provided reasonable results which reflect
expected loading conditions.
A fatigue test program was developed to determine the performance of FOS
embedded within the tension side face sheet of sandwich composite panels subject to
cyclic loading utilizing the hydromat test system.

The embedded fiber optic strain

sensors proved to be durable as all sensors survived the duration of the fatigue cycling
including failure of the sandwich composite panel. The FOS embedded in the sandwich
composite panels constructed with carbon fiber face sheets exhibited a better
performance than panels constructed with E-glass face sheets and correlated relatively
well with multiple panels tested and with strain values obtained from a 3-D digital image
correlation system.
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Chapter 1
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation and Objectives
The objective of the research work presented in this thesis was to develop a method
to embed fiber optic strain sensors in polymer matrix composite (PMC) laminates, to
apply the technology to structural health monitoring, and to assess the durability of the
sensor system through a fatigue test protocol applied to sandwich composite panels.
There is a growing interest in monitoring the health and performance of structures such as
bridges, buildings, automobiles, aerospace structures, boat hulls and other critical
structures. Structural health monitoring is seen as a way to reduce costs associated with
repair and maintenance, prolong the life of the structure, gain a better understanding of
the loading and performance of the structure which allows for the refinement of design
assumptions, and to detect damage and failure of components allowing for a quick and
adequate response. The field of fiber optic sensors (FOS) has also seen rapid
development over the last several decades and FOS have begun to replace conventional
sensor technology for applications in which FOS performance is considered to be
superior and increasingly cost effective (Inaudi 2000).
Advantages of FOS include a better quality of measurements, immunity to exterior
electrical and magnetic interference, the ability to automate readings eliminating the
potential for operator error, lower lifetime cost, better reliability, and signal transmission
over long distances without interference due to fiber bending. One of the significant
advantages of FOS over conventional sensors and a reason why these sensors were
utilized for this research was their relatively small size which allows for embedment
1

within a host material for protection or even within the structure itself for direct
monitoring.
One of the disadvantages of FOS is the fragility of the sensors and the careful
handling and skilled labor necessary during installation and the vulnerability of the
sensors throughout the monitoring process where the sensors are exposed to the harsh
external environment.

By embedding FOS in a host material such as a composite

laminate, which can then be bonded directly to the structure under investigation, or
directly into the structure, the sensor is encapsulated in a rugged and durable encasement
that provides protection for the sensor throughout the installation and in-service life of
the structure. The research presented addressed this need for a rugged and durable
encasement with the development and implementation of polymer matrix composite
(PMC) laminates and sandwich composite panels with embedded fiber optic strain
sensors. A technique was successfully developed to embedded FOS in PMC laminates
and sandwich composite panels fabricated utilizing the Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer
Molding (VARTM) process with the Seeman Composite Resin Infusion Molding Process
(SCRIMP) technology.
A structural health monitoring system was developed and implemented to monitor
the performance of several structural element located in the AEWC Center office
expansion at the University of Maine. This project demonstrated the durability of the
PMC laminates with embedded sensors during the installation process and in-service
conditions and currently the utility of these sensors is being determined through long
term monitoring. Fatigue tests of sandwich composite panels with embedded fiber optic

2

strain sensors using the hydromat test system (HTS) were conducted to assess the
durability of the embedded sensors subjected to cyclic loading.
1.2. Structural Health Monitoring of Structural Elements in an Office Building
Using Fiber Optic Strain Sensors Embedded in Polymer Matrix Composite
Laminates
A method to fabricate polymer matrix composite laminates with embedded fiber
optic strain sensors is presented in Chapter 2. The sensor panels are fabricated utilizing
the VARTM/SCRIMP method. The fabrication process, which was modified to include
the embedment of a fiber optic strain sensor into the middle of the stacking sequence, is
detailed. The PMC laminates provide the sensor with a protective barrier from the
hazards associated with the handling of the sensors during installation, the construction
process, and the potentially harsh environmentally conditions it could be exposed to.
Issues regarding beam selection, installation, routing, and data collection are presented in
Chapter 2.

Preliminary results are also presented from monitoring conducted from

September 2005 until April 2006.
1.3. Method to Embed Fiber Optic Sensors in Sandwich Composite Panels Utilizing
the VARTM/SCRIMP Fabrication Process
The main objective of the work described in Chapter 3 was to develop a method
to embed fiber optic sensors in sandwich composite panels fabricated by the
VARTM/SCRIMP process. The durability of the FOS embedded sensors under cyclic
stresses was assessed by implementing a fatigue test protocol with the HTS.

The

specifics of the method developed with the VARTM/SCRIMP fabrication process,

3

including the routing of a fiber optic strain sensor into the face sheet of the sandwich
composite panel, is presented in Chapter 3. The durability of the fiber optic sensors
subjected to the fatigue test protocol is presented in Chapter 5. A detailed procedure for
the fabrication of sandwich composite panels with a variety of face sheet and core
material combinations utilizing the VARTM/SCRIMP process is presented. Specifically,
the adaptation of the fabrication process to include the embedment of fiber optic strain
sensors at the center of the tension side face sheet is discussed. The process of inserting
the FOS through the face sheet layers to the center of the face sheet is presented for
panels with both E-glass and carbon fiber face sheets.
1.4.

Assessment of the Hydromat Test System to Characterize the Bending

Response of Sandwich Composite Panels
The first objective of the research work presented in Chapter 4 was to assess the
merits of the HTS for material characterization and comparisons of sandwich composite
panels. The second objective was to enable comparisons of results between different
university laboratories. Other indirect benefits of the work presented in this chapter are
the familiarization with typical sandwich composite panel products available in industry,
and drawing attention to the ASTM efforts for development of guidelines and
standardization related to this type of structures. The HTS test method is based on ASTM
D 6416 Standard Test Method for Two-Dimensional Flexural Properties of Simply
Supported Sandwich Composite Plates Subjected to a Distributed Load. ASTM D 6416
is a relatively new test method developed to determine the response of sandwich
composite panels constructed of various types of materials subject to a uniform
distributed load. The test was initially developed to determine the properties and failure
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mechanisms of sandwich composite panels in boat hull structures but the test is
applicable for any panel subject to simply supported boundary conditions and uniform
distributed loading. To support the objectives set forth in Chapter 4, a round robin study
was conducted through a collaboration between The University of Maine (UMaine) and
Michigan Technological University (MTU) (Walter 2005). Similar HTS test fixtures
were adopted to determine the repeatability of the test method.
1.5. Durability of EFPI Fiber Optic Strain Sensors Embedded in Sandwich
Composite Panels Subjected to Fatigue Loads
The first objective of the research presented in Chapter 5 was to develop a smart
structural panel with the ability to detect damage in structures such as rigid wall shelters,
shear walls, ship hulls, modular bridge decks and floor systems. The method to embed
fiber optic sensors in sandwich composite panels utilizing the VARTM/SCRIMP
fabrication process developed in Chapter 3 was applied. A second objective of work
described Chapter 5 was to develop a fatigue test program to assess the durability
performance of the FOS embedded within the face sheet of a sandwich panel. Fatigue
loads were applied using the HTS implemented in Chapter 4. The sandwich composite
panels were cycled until failure with quasi-static ramp tests conducted at specific cycle
points in order to determine changes in the panel response and to also check the status
and durability of the embedded FOS. A quasi-static ramp test was also conducted after
failure of the sandwich composite panel to determine the condition of the fiber optic
strain sensors.
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Chapter 2
2.

STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS
IN AN OFFICE BUILDING USING FIBER OPTIC STRAIN SENSORS
EMBEDDED IN POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITE LAMINATES
2.1. Abstract
There is a growing interest in determining and monitoring the performance and

sustainability of building structures. By monitoring critical elements within a structure,
costs associated with repair and maintenance can be reduced, the life of the structure
potentially prolonged, a better understanding of the loading and performance of the
structure can be gained refining design assumptions, and damage and failure of
components can be detected allowing a quick and adequate response.

The goal of the

structural health monitoring of the Advanced Engineered Wood Composites (AEWC)
Center office building expansion was to develop a system of fiber optic sensors (FOS)
embedded in a polymer matrix composite (PMC) laminate and in combination with
temperature and relative humidity sensors to monitor the effect of changes in the
buildings environment and loading conditions on the performance of selected structural
elements.
The approach proposed for the structural health monitoring was to use fiber optic
strain sensors embedded in durable and rugged PMC laminates that can be easily attached
to structural members. A technique for fabricating the PMC laminates, which is
composed of E-glass reinforcement and a vinyl ester resin, with embedded FOS was
developed. The reinforcement selected was a non-woven (stitched) cross-ply fabric with a
weight of 712 g/m2 (21 oz/yd2). The PMC laminate was fabricated using the Vacuum
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Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) process with the Seemann Composites Resin
Infusions Molding Process (SCRIMP) technology.
In addition to the PMC laminates with embedded FOS, temperature and relative
humidity sensors were also installed. Structural members representative of different
building locations and loading conditions were selected such as a continuous roof glulam
beam and a second-floor glulam floor beam were instrumented.
The research work addressed installation issues, including routing of sensors leads
and cables, attachments and connections and designing a central hub for data collection.
The locations of the PMC laminate sensors were determined to measure maximum tensile
and compressive longitudinal strains without interfering with other building components.
Lessons learned during installation and monitoring of the sensors are discussed and
recommendations for future applications are presented.
Weekly monitoring of the instrumented structural elements has been conducted to
determine the performance of the beams and strain sensors. A 15-minute period was
monitored each week from late September 2005 until early April 2006. The preliminary
data indicates that all sensors are functional, and measurements from all strain sensors
have shown an initial steady reduction in strains, which is attributed to shrinkage of the
beam due to a decrease in relative humidity levels among other factors. Over the last
several monitoring periods in March and early April strain values have begun to level off
and start to slightly increase. Further monitoring of the beams during the spring and
summer months will need to be conducted to ensure the sensors are functioning properly
and strain values further rebound during the spring and summer months.
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2.2. Introduction
Structural components all over the world, including many structures in the United
States, Europe, Canada, Japan, Korea, and China, have been instrumented with various
types of fiber optic sensors (FOS), data acquisition systems, and processors for the
purpose of monitoring the behavior of structural elements (Ko 2005). The field of
structural health monitoring is a rapidly developing field, seeing increasing popularity in
the last two decades due to the development of fiber optic sensors and the need to reduce
costs associated with repair and replacement of structures. Structures typically monitored
include bridges, buildings, marine structures, automobiles, components in the aerospace
field and other critical structures.
The field of FOS technology has also been developing rapidly; parameters
including, strain, force, deformation, acceleration, temperature, humidity, and pH which
have been traditionally monitored with conventional sensors can now be monitored using
FOS.

FOS are replacing conventional sensors for applications where the FOS

performance is considered to be superior and increasingly cost effective (Inaudi 2000).
The advantages of FOS include a better quality of measurements, immunity to exterior
electrical and magnetic interference, ability to automate readings eliminating the potential
for operator error, lower lifetime cost, better reliability, and signal transmission over long
distances without interference due to fiber bending. FOS are also relatively small and
allow for embedment within a host material for protection or even within the structure
itself, such as a reinforced concrete bridge girder or a reinforced glulam beam, for direct
monitoring. Based on research conducted at the University of Maine, extrinsic FabryPerot interferometric sensors (EFPI) fiber optic strain sensors, which are the sensors
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adopted for the research presented in this chapter, were found to generate results that
were comparable to strain values obtained with conventional instruments (Fifield 2002).
A method to protect the FOS and provide a practical and relatively easy
installation method is necessary for the further development and implementation of the
FOS technology (Inaudi 2000). This chapter addresses this need for protection of the
FOS through the use of a polymer matrix composite laminate. The technique to fabricate
the PMC laminates with embedded FOS was based on previous work completed at the
University of Maine (Fifield 2002).
The goals of the research in this chapter are to develop a method to fabricate fiber
optic strain sensors embedded in a PMC laminate, to create a functional sensor system
within an office building which addresses routing and construction concerns, and
determine the performance of the sensor system. Preliminary results of the structural
health monitoring of an office building are presented.
2.3. Building Description and Selection of Structural Components
The AEWC Center office expansion at the University of Maine was constructed
beginning in the fall of 2004 and completed during the spring of 2005. Construction
consisted of renovations to the existing AEWC Center building and an expansion with
approximately 641 m2 (6900 ft2) of new office space. The architect for this project was
WBRC Architects-Engineers and the contractor was the Sheridan Corporation. The
finished AEWC Center office expansion building is shown in Figure 2.1. The inclusion
of sensors, cables, and data logging units in a centralized location was included in the
building planning process. By including the installation of these components in the
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construction plans, the system was implemented with the least amount of complication
and in the most effective manner.

Figure 2.1 Completed AEWC Center Office Expansion
Selected structural components of the AEWC Center office expansion were
chosen to be instrumented based on their location within the building and the anticipated
strains the beams would be subject to under in-service conditions. Several structural
elements were chosen in order to get representative loads applied throughout the building
from the roof structure to floor beams. The three structural elements chosen to be
instrumented were a glulam beam in the lobby corridor, a laminated veneer lumber
(LVL) beam in the ceiling framing of the first floor and a LVL beam in the roof framing.
A glulam beam in the lobby corridor with cross-sectional dimensions of 127 mm
by 209.6 mm (5 in. by 8.25 in.), which was designated beam A, was selected based on the
visibility of the beam to the public and its proximity to visual displays in the lobby (See
Figure 2.2). The beam is part of the ceiling framing system which is left open and
exposed and allows visible access from below. Visitors are able to view the sensors
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mounted on the glulam beam and in the future will be able to simultaneously view data
collected from the sensors on displays in the lobby. The instrumentation of a beam in the
lobby allows visitors to the AEWC Center a better understanding of the concepts of
structural health monitoring.

Figure 2.2 Glulam Beam in the AEWC Center Lobby Before Instrumentation
An 88.9 mm by 356 mm (3.5 in. by 14 in.) Versa-Lam 3080 DF LVL beam in the
ceiling framing of Room 137, the downstairs conference room, was the second beam
chosen to be instrumented, as shown in Figure 2.3. This beam, which was designated
beam B, was chosen due to its unsupported length, which was the maximum among
beams in the ceiling framing and based on the location within the building. The location
resulted in the beam being loaded with office live loads due to a graduate student office,
which is located above the beam on the second floor.
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Figure 2.3 Versa-Lam LVL Beam in the AEWC Center Downstairs Meeting
Room Before Instrumentation
A 133.4 mm by 457.2 mm (5.25 in. by 18 in.) Versa-Lam 3080 DF LVL beam in
the roof framing system above Room 225, a graduate student office, was the third beam
chosen for the structural health monitoring sensor instrumentation, as shown in Figure
2.4. This roof beam, which was designated beam C, was chosen based on the loading
conditions and location within the building. Furthermore, the beam was chosen because
its unsupported length was the longest of any beam in the roof framing system. A
summary of the dimensions, properties, locations and designations for each of the beams
is shown in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.4 Versa-Lam LVL Beam in the AEWC Center Graduate Student Office Before
Instrumentation

Table 2.1 Summary of the Instrumented Beam Dimensions,
Properties, Locations, and Designations

Description

20F-V4 DF/DF
Glulam Beam

Location

Lobby Corridor

Depth (mm)
Width (mm)
Span (m)
Aspect Ratio
Span/Depth
Moment of Inertia
(mm4)

209.6
127
3.92

Beam B
(Boise Cascade
2005)
Versa Lam 3080
DF LVL Beam
Rm. 137
Conference Room
355.6
88.9
4.57

18.7

12.9

10.8

9.737*107

3.331*108

1.062*109

11031.6

13789.5

13789.5

Beam A

Modulus of Elasticity
(MPa)
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Beam C
(Boise Cascade
2005)
Versa Lam 3080
DF LVL Beam
Rm. 225
Graduate Office
457.2
133.4
4.65

Each of the three beams instrumented was composed of Douglass Fir material.
The coefficients of thermal and moisture expansion for wood are broken into coefficients
for the radial, tangential, and longitudinal directions. The coefficients of expansion in the
tangential direction were the highest with values of 3.4*10-5 mm/mm/oC (1.9*10-5
in./in./oF) and 0.0033 mm/mm/%Moisture Content for the coefficients of thermal and
moisture expansion respectively.

The values in the radial direction were 2.7*10-5

mm/mm/oC (1.5*10-5 in./in./oF) for the coefficient of thermal expansion and 0.0018
mm/mm/%Moisture Content for the coefficient of moisture expansion and a total
volumetric coefficient of moisture expansion for Douglas Fir had a value of 0.0050
mm3/mm3/% Moisture Content (Council 2001).

The shrinkage or expansion in the

longitudinal direction is generally considered negligible with values of 0.1-0.2%
shrinkage from green to an oven dry state but can be higher for certain species of wood
and in favorable conditions (Simpson 1999).
2.4. Sensors and Data Acquisition System
2.4.1. Extrinsic Fabry-Perot Interferometric Fiber Optic Strain Sensors
The strain sensors used for this project were temperature non-compensated EFPI
fiber optic strain sensors produced by Roctest-Telemac, which had a range of +/- 5000
microstrains (με). These sensors were composed of a 50/125 micron optical fiber with 3
mm (0.118 in.) polyurethane cladding and ST type connectors.

The sensors were

fabricated with the following dimensions: the length of bare optical fiber from the tip of
the sensor to the beginning of the polyurethane inner cladding was 114 mm (4.5 in.), the
length of the cable with just inner cladding was 50.8 mm (2 in.) from the beginning of the
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inner cladding to the beginning of the outer cladding, the rest of the cable had the full
outer and inner cladding and the overall length of the cable from sensor tip to connector
was 3 m (9.84 ft.). A typical sensor with the dimensions given above is shown in Figure
2.5.

Figure 2.5 Fiber Optic Strain Sensor Prior to Preparation and Embedment
The sensors were fabricated with the described dimensions due to concerns with
routing the sensor within the panel and potential stress concentrations at ingress/egress
locations within the layers. By increasing the distance between the sensor tip and the
ingress/egress location, any potential stress concentrations from the ingress/egress point,
which would effect strain measurements, were eliminated.
The EFPI sensor system is based on the principal of interferometry in which the
interference between a reference wave, in the case of the fiber optic sensor a wave of
light, and an experimental wave is used to measure a specified parameter. A laser diode,
at the beginning of the cable transmits light to the sensor. A portion of the light is
reflected at the end of the input fiber, which is independent of the applied perturbation
(Bhatia 1995). A portion of the light is also partially transmitted across the gap and is
reflected back into the incoming fiber to a photodiode detector by the fiber face at the end
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of the gap between the two fiber ends. This second wave of reflected light is dependent
on cavity length which is modulated by the applied perturbation (Bhatia 1995). The two
waves of light interfere and cause a change in the intensity of light which is converted
into a change in gap length which is used to calculate the parameter under investigation.
The intensity of the reflected light is calculated using Equation 2.1. A schematic of the
EFPI fiber optic sensor construction is shown in Figure 2.6.

I det
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Where: A is a function of the transverse coordinate and distance traveled
a is fiber core radius
λ is the wavelength of operation in free space
NA is the numerical aperture of the single-mode fiber
s is the end separation of the two fibers
t is the transmission coefficient of the air-glass interface

Fused welds

Incoming fiber

Gage length
(Lgage)

Micro-capillary

Semi-reflective
mirrors

Cavity length
(Lcavity)
Figure 2.6 Extrinsic Fabry-Perot Interferometric Fiber Optic Sensor
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(2.1)

2.4.2. BUS Data Acquisition System
The BUS system, also manufactured by Roctest-Telemac, is a simultaneous fiberoptic multi-channel signal conditioner. This system was used in conjunction with the
FISO Commander BUS/Veloce Edition software to read, gather and record data from the
fiber optic strain gages (FISO Technologies Inc. 2002). The BUS system along with the
computer system used for monitoring is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 Computer System with the BUS System Multi-Channel, SimultaneousReading Fiber Optic Signal Conditioner
2.4.3. HOBO Micro Station Data Logger and Sensors
Combination temperature and relative humidity sensors and a HOBO Micro
Station data logger, all manufactured by the Onset Computer Corporation, were utilized
to measure the ambient conditions at the location of instrumentation. The combination
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temperature and relative humidity sensors were connected to the HOBO Micro Station
with six-wire strand phone cable. A HOBO Micro Station data logger was used to collect
and store data from the HOBO sensors. A typical combination temperature and relative
humidity sensor mounted to one of the beams is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8 HOBO Temperature and Relative Humidity Sensor Mounted to Beam
2.5. Fabrication of Polymer Matrix Composite Laminates with Embedded
Fiber Optic Strain Sensors for Structural Health Monitoring
2.5.1. Materials
The polymer matrix composite laminates with embedded fiber optic sensors were
constructed from an E-glass non-woven fabric set in a vinyl ester resin. The E-glass nonwoven fiber reinforcement had a weight per unit area of 712 g/m2 (21 oz/yd2). Derakane
8084 vinyl ester resin was used for the fabrication of these sensors based on familiarity
with the resin and the favorable properties which the resin exhibits. These properties
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included chemical resistance, superior toughness and elongation, superior property
retention during dynamic fatigue conditions, and a high impact resistance (Ashland Inc.
2006). The fabrication of the sensor laminates was based on the VARTM process with
the SCRIMP technology.
2.5.2. Sensor Preparation
Before fabrication of the sensor laminate began, the sensor was prepared for
embedment by sealing the sensor cable and preventing any potential air leaks into the part
or paths for resin to flow into the cable. Air leaks within the part during the fabrication
process would result in air pockets and potentially a defective sensor panel. Resin
flowing into the cable would also be a problem as it would cure and cause the cable to
become stiff and brittle.
The day prior to fabrication, the cable was sealed by applying several layers of a
clear epoxy (nail polish) to the cable at the location on the sensor where the inner
cladding starts (Fifield 2002). The next step was to seal the location where the outer
cladding began. A Teflon strip was placed on the mold surface under the sensor cable
where the outer cladding began to ensure that the cured epoxy could be removed from the
mold surface. A layer of SIA E 2119 two part epoxy approximately 6.35 mm (0.25 in.)
thick was placed around the cable on the Teflon strip starting from 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) on
one side of the beginning of the outer cladding to 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) on the other side of
the beginning of the outer cladding. A Teflon strip was placed on top of the epoxy and
pressure was applied to the Teflon sheet to flatten out the epoxy.
After the epoxy had cured, the excess epoxy was cut away to form a rectangular
area of epoxy with the enclosed cable within. Initially, silicone was used at this location
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to seal and reinforce the FOS cable of sensor. Once fabricated, the silicone around the
cable did not prevent the cable from moving too much and provided no added protection
or strengthening therefore the epoxy was used and proved to be an effective means of
encasing and protecting the sensor cable. An example of the FOS cable encased in epoxy
is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9 FOS with Cured Epoxy at Outer Cladding Beginning
2.5.3. Initial Fabrication Setup and Material Stacking Sequence
A machined steel mold surface was cleaned and prepared for the fabrication of the
sensor panel. A razor blade scraper was used to remove all excess dirt and resin from the
table. Degreaser was sprayed on the table and a clean cloth was wiped across the mold
surface in one direction to avoid potential cross-contamination and to remove all excess
residue and particles.
The first layer in the fabrication lay-up sequence was a layer of mold release film,
which was placed on the prepared mold surface. This layer was larger than the fabric
layers and had approximate dimensions of 381 mm by 559 mm (22 in. by 15 in.). The
release film provided a way to remove the panel from the mold surface easily once the
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panel had been fabricated. Next, a layer of peel ply, a heat scoured and set polyester with
a release agent coating, was placed on top of the release film (Melrose 2004). After
fabrication was complete, this ply could be peeled off from the part and away from the
release film easily.
The next layers in the sequence to be placed on the mold were the layers of Eglass fiber reinforcement. The composite laminate composed of E-glass fiber
reinforcement and Derakane 8084 resin had a calculated modulus of elasticity in the
longitudinal direction of 21.4 GPa (3103.8 kip/in2). Six layers of E-glass non-woven
fiber reinforcement were utilized for this application and were determined to provide
adequate protection for the sensors. The six rectangular E-glass sections initially had
dimensions of 127 mm by 406 mm (5 in. by 16 in) but were later reduced to 101.6 mm by
406 mm (4 in. by 16 in) when it was determined that more narrow layers of material
would still provide enough area to successfully cut out the sensor laminate without
damaging the optical fiber.
Three layers of the E-glass fabric were aligned on top of one another and placed
on the peel ply layer such that the fibers in the X-direction were located on the upward
facing side of the fabric sheets. The three other layers, which made up the top layers of
the panel, were kept aside so that the FOS strain sensor could be routed through them
before placing them on the mold. Side view and plan view schematics of the fabric layup are shown in Figure 2.10 and 2.11 respectively. Included in the figures are the
orientation and dimensions of the fabric layers.
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X-Direction

Figure 2.10 Side View Schematic of the Six Layer Fabric Lay-up with Embedded Sensor

X-Direction

101.6
mm

406 mm

Figure 2.11 Plan View Schematic of Fabric Layers with Embedded Sensor

The top three layers of E-glass fiber reinforcement were placed and aligned on top
of one another such that the fibers in the X-direction were located on the downward
facing side of the fabric. Each layer of fabric had markings made on it to indicate
locations where the sensor traverses through a layer and also where the tip of the sensor
should be located within the middle of the panel. All markings were made on one edge
of the E-glass fiber reinforcement sheets. The markings were made on the side of the
panel closest to the vacuum inlet such that when resin flowed through the fabric towards
the vacuum inlet, the markings did not bleed across the part and result in a less
aesthetically pleasing laminate. A typical layout of the markings on the fabric can be
seen in Figure 2.12.
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A mark was made 127 mm (5 in.) from the end of the E-glass sheets and this mark
indicated the position of the sensor tip. A second mark was made 25.4 mm (1 in.) from
the first mark. This position was where a piece of colored thread was tied to a stitch in
the fabric, not the fiber optic cable itself, to aid in determining the location of the sensor
once the panel was fabricated.
Marks on the fabric layers were also made at 50.8 mm (2 in.), 88.9 mm (3.5 in.)
and 127 mm (5 in.) from the first mark where the sensor tip was located. These marks
represented the locations within the fabric layers where the sensor cable traveled through
a layer. The distances were chosen to prevent stress concentrations in the layers due to
the sensor embedment and also to reduce the likelihood of damage due to an increase in
the bend radius of the optical fiber. In general, the minimum bend radius of fiber optic
cable can be taken as 15 fiber diameters. The fiber diameter was 310 microns (0.0122
in.) for the FOS used in this research and therefore the minimum bend radius was
calculated to be 4.65 mm (0.183 in.). The embedment technique was developed to avoid
potential problems with the fiber bend radius.

Figure 2.12 E-glass Fabric Layers with Markings for Sensor Insertion
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The sensor was first inserted through the top layer of fabric at the last marking on
the fabric which represented the ingress/egress location of the sensor through the top of
the layer. In order to insert the sensor through a fabric layer without damaging the sensor
tip, a hollow plastic tube with a metal rod was utilized to provide a path for the sensor to
pass through the layer. The insertion of the FOS is shown in Figure 2.13. A metal rod
was placed in the tube to provide support when inserting the tube through the fabric.
Once the tube with the rod was inserted through the fabric layer between the fiber tows,
the fiber optic sensor was inserted through a smaller hollow tube located within the larger
tube. After the optical fiber was inserted to the correct distance, the tube was carefully
removed from the fabric layer. This procedure was repeated for insertion of the sensor
through the second and third layers to the middle of the fabric layers.

Figure 2.13 Plastic Tube with Metal Rod Being Inserted Through
Layers for the Insertion of the Fiber Optic Sensor
After the sensor was inserted through the third layer, which is one of the middle
fabric layers of the panel, the sensor was run parallel to one of the tows of the fabric in
order to get the best alignment between the sensor and fabric as possible.
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Once the

sensor was at the desired location, as indicated by the marking on the fabric, the tip of the
sensor was carefully placed under several stitches, which were used to stitch the fabric
together, to hold the sensor in place during fabrication. At several locations along the
length of the embedded cable, the cable was tied to the fabric layers using thread where
protective cladding was present. These tie points included a location just after the epoxy
rectangular area on the top of the first layer, a point on the second layer just after the
point of embedment through the first layer, and also a point close to the end of where the
inner cladding stops. The thread was lightly tightened to ensure that the fiber optic cable
would not be damaged. This method helped keep the cable straight when routed through
the layers of fabric which was important when the sensor panels were cut to smaller sizes.
The inner cladding portion of the cable tied in place is shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 Tying of FOS Cable to Fabric Stitches with Thread
Once the sensor was inserted through the top three fabric layers, these layers were
carefully placed on the bottom three layers already stacked on the release film and peel
ply. A small strip of E-glass fabric was cut to 50.88 mm (2 in.) long and as wide as the
rest of the reinforcement layers. This layer was placed over the epoxy rectangle adhered
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to the cable and was done to further reinforce this location from potential damage and
pull out of the cable. The placement of this E-glass strip can be seen in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15 E-glass Reinforcement Strip Over Ingress/Egress Location of FOS Cable
Peel ply was then placed on top of the E-glass layers. To accommodate the sensor
cable, the peel ply was divided into two sections each with a 45 degree angled cut from
the edge of the layer to the center of the edge about 50.8 mm (2 in.) into the layer. The
angled cut was made opposite for each of the layers such that when placed on the panel
and the cable routed through the layer, there was a barrier of peel ply between the fabric
layers and the peel ply layer. The peel ply enabled the easy separation of the part from
the layers of vacuum bag and flow medium upon completion of fabrication. Also,
without this peel ply layer barrier between the cable and fabric layers, when resin was
added and the part fully cured the cable would become bonded to the laminate and result
in problems with the sensor. The peel ply layer on top of the E-glass fabric layers is
shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16 Peel Ply Layers on Top of Fabric Layers
A length of spiral wrap which was used for resin distribution was cut to slightly
smaller than the length of the fabric layers. This spiral wrap was then taped to the end of
a length of 9.53 mm (0.38 in.) inside diameter braid-reinforced polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
hose. The braided hose was cut to a length such that the hose was able to stretch from its
position on the mold where it was taped down to the bottom of the resin reservoir
container containing the resin mixture. The corners of the layers of release film and peel
ply were cut to allow for the resin inlet hose to be taped down directly to the mold. The
end of the spiral wrap was taped down to the mold just beyond the edge of the fabric
layers. The hose was then stretched out slightly and the resin inlet hose was taped down
to the mold just before the beginning of the fabric layers.
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Figure 2.17 Placement of Polyester Bleeder Mat, Spiral Wrap for Resin Inlet
and Tacky Tape Perimeter for Vacuum Bag
A polyester bleeder mat was placed along the side of the layers of fabric opposite
from the resin inlet hose. The mat consisted of a polyester bleeder material folded to
about six layers thick and cut to a length equal to the length of the E-glass fabric layers.
The polyester bleeder mat had a width of approximately 76.2 mm (3in.) and was used to
create an even vacuum front across the part and slow resin flow into the vacuum hose.
The placement of the polyester bleeder mat and spiral wrap are depicted in Figure 2.17.
Flow medium was the next material in the sequence of layers. An open mesh
polyethylene resin flow medium was used. The width of the flow medium layer was cut
to the same dimension as the length of the E-glass fabric layers and the length was
slightly longer than the width of the fabric layers. The length was large enough to roll a
vacuum hose up in the flow medium along the edge of the layers of fabric. A slit, at the
location of the sensor cable, was made in the side of flow medium to the location of the
exit of the cable. Once the flow medium was placed on top of the peel ply layer and the
sensor was in place, routed through the layer, the slit in the flow medium was taped back
together. The flow medium was then rolled once around the hose. This placement of the
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hose was done such that during the infusion process the resin will flow uniformly and
quickly across the part through the flow medium and fully wet-out the material.
Once the sequence of layers had been stacked, vacuum sealant tape, also known
as tacky tape was applied to the mold surface. The tacky tape was placed in a rectangular
configuration around the edges of the fabrication area with a buffer of approximately 25.4
mm (1 in.) between any material and the tacky tape. The tacky tape was used to attach
the vacuum bag, which was applied in the next step of the stacking sequence, to the mold
surface and provided a good seal to maintain a constant vacuum. The layout of the tacky
tape perimeter around the fabric layers is shown in Figure 2.17.
The resin inlet hose was extended from running along side the layers of fabric out
through the side of the tacky tape perimeter. Tacky tape was placed both over and under
the resin inlet hose to completely seal around the hose and attach it to the mold. To
provide an adequate seal around the hose several smaller lengths of tacky tape were
stacked around the hose.
The layer of vacuum bag material was cut to a much larger size than the
fabrication area. This allowed for wrinkles to be formed in the bag to prevent tension in
the vacuum bag around the location of the resin inlet hose. The bag was first attached to
the tacky tape of the long side of the fabrication area next to the bleeder mat starting at a
corner and working down the length of the side. The vacuum bag was then attached to
one of the shorter sides. At the same location on both of the shorter sides, where the hose
exits the fabrication area, a 25.4 mm (1 in.) wrinkle was formed in the vacuum bag. A
piece of tacky tape was placed on the tacky tape already adhered to the mold and placed
within the wrinkle in the bag and both sides of the wrinkle were adhered to the tape. This
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sealed the bag and provided a wrinkle over the length of the hose so that the when
vacuum was applied to the bag, no additional wrinkles or tension in the vacuum bag were
formed around the hose.
Once the vacuum bag was adhered to the two shorter sides of the tacky tape
perimeter, the final side was left open to provide access for the next step of the procedure.
A small cut was made in the vacuum bag at the location of the FOS cable and the cable
was routed through the bag. The vacuum bag was flattened down onto the fabric layers
and tacky tape was placed around the FOS cable and hole to obtain a good seal. A hole
was also cut in the vacuum bag material at the center of the bleeder mat and also through
the top half of the bleeder mat layer. An acetal plug fitting with a hole drilled through the
plugged end was placed through the hole in the bleeder mat to the center with the stem
sticking upwards. Through the hole in the vacuum bag, the end of a 9.53 mm (0.378 in.)
inside diameter braid-reinforced PVC hose was passed through and connected to the
drilled out plug fitting installed in the bleeder mat.
After the vacuum inlet hose had been inserted through the bag and connected to
the plug fitting, the vacuum bag was sealed around the hose. This was accomplished by
placing pieces of tacky tape around the hole which were adhered to both the vacuum bag
and the hose. The free end of the vacuum inlet hose was then attached to a vacuum
pump. The free end of the resin inlet hose was clamped off to create a sealed system.
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Figure 2.18 Layer Stacking Sequence Completed with Vacuum Applied to the System
When the stack of material layers had been completely sealed using the vacuum
bag system, the vacuum pump was turned on and full vacuum of 1 atmosphere (14.7
lb/in2) was applied to the layers of material, as shown in Figure 2.18. Any audible leaks
in the vacuum bag or any of the tacky tape seals were sealed using tacky tape. Once
leaks were no longer audible the vacuum pump was closed and turned off. If the vacuum
level within the system dropped more than 12.7 mm Hg (0.5 in. Hg) in five minutes, a
leak was present and had to be found and sealed. Vacuum was then again applied to the
system and the process was repeated until leaks were no longer present.
2.5.4. VARTM/SCRIMP Infusion Process
When a constant vacuum level could be maintained the part was ready for the
infusion process and the resin was mixed to begin this process. To reduce the potential
for problems with voids within the fabricated laminate, the gel time used was a time for
which the resin began to gel within minutes of fully wetting out. The resin selected for
this project was an elastomer modified vinyl ester resin, Derakane 8084. The resin was
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promoted using a 6% cobalt solution and an accelerator, Dimethylaniline (DMA), was
also added. To catalyze the resin, a non-foaming Cumene hydroperoxide, Trigonox
239A, was used (Melrose 2004).
Approximately 2.0 kg (4.41 lbs.) of vinyl ester resin was placed in the resin
reservoir container. The amount of resin used was based on fabrication of sample sensors
with identical dimensions and materials and desired gel times. The amount of resin
required for fabrication was larger then the amount actually needed to completely wet out
the part. There were substantial amounts of excess resin found within the flow medium,
resin inlet hose, and the bleeder mat after fabrication. Also, extra resin was needed to
ensure that during the fabrication process the resin mixture within the resin reservoir
container was not exhausted before the laminate had been completely wet out and the
resin had reached the vacuum inlet. If the level of the resin mixture dropped below the
end of the resin inlet hose, air would be introduced into the laminate and result in large
air pockets and an unusable part.
The resin was then mixed, in accordance with values from Table 2.2 which was
provided by Ashland Inc. First cobalt, then DMA, and finally the Trigonox were added
to the resin mixture. Because Trigonox is a catalyst for the resin and starts the gelling
process, it needed to be mixed last. Trigonox was added and mixed for one minute
before starting the infusion process. The amount of each chemical used was based on a
percentage of the resin weight and these percentages were dependent on the ambient
laboratory conditions where fabrication occurred and the desired gel time. For the sensor
laminates, a gel time of 20-40 minutes was chosen with a laboratory temperature of
around 21-26oC (mild 70soF) were the conditions for fabrication.
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Table 2.2 Derakane 8084 Resin Mix Proportions and Gel Times (Ashland Inc. 2004)

15°-20°C
Cool 60s°F

21°-26°C
Mild 70s °F
27°-32°C
Warm 80s °F

10-20 Minutes

20-40 Minutes

40-60 Minutes

Peroxide

3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

Cobalt

0.60%

0.50%

0.40%

DMA

0.40%

0.30%

0.20%

Peroxide

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

Cobalt

0.60%

0.50%

0.30%

DMA

0.30%

0.20%

0.20%

Peroxide

2.00%

2.00%

1.50%

Cobalt

0.60%

0.50%

0.30%

Once the resin was completely mixed, the resin reservoir container was placed on
the floor, one side propped up to shift the resin to one side, and the resin inlet hose was
inserted into the mixture on the side where the resin mixture level was highest. Before
placing the hose in the resin reservoir container, a support stick was taped to the end of
the hose to prevent curling and to keep the end of the hose as close to the bottom of the
container as possible. Once the end of the hose was added to the container, tape was used
to adhere the hose to the side of the container to prevent any shifting during the
fabrication process.
The vacuum pump was turned on and full vacuum was applied to the part. When
the hose was in place in the resin reservoir container, the clamp, which had been placed
on the resin inlet hose to seal the system, was removed. This allowed the resin to flow
into the layers of material and develop a flow front and traverse across the part. The
progression of the resin flow front across the part is shown in Figure 2.19 and Figure
2.20. When the resin flow front reached the vacuum inlet hose at the center of the
bleeder mat, vacuum was reduced to 0.5 atmosphere (7.35 lb/in2). This was done to
prevent excessive amounts of resin from traveling into the resin traps of the vacuum
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pump system and also to prevent the removal of styrene vapor from the resin. If vacuum
was not lowered the flow of resin into the vacuum hose was found to cause the fabricated
part to retain excess air and therefore the laminates were unusable.

Figure 2.19 Resin Flow Front in the
Laminate During Fabrication

Figure 2.20 Resin Flow Front in the
Laminate Once the Vacuum Inlet
was Reached

When the excess resin contained in the resin reservoir container began to gel, the
resin inlet hose and the vacuum inlet hose were both clamped. The excess gelled resin
was discarded, the vacuum hose was disconnected from the vacuum pump, and the part,
which was still sealed and under pressure, was left overnight to gel. The next day when
the part was fully cured, the layers of vacuum bag, flow medium, peel ply, and release
film were removed to obtain the fabricated part. Due to the large amount of time
between the fabrication of the sensor panels and final installation it was deemed
unnecessary to post cure the sensor panels.
2.6. FOS Composite Sensor Laminate Final Preparation
A water jet was utilized to cut the sensors to the desired dimensions for
application to the beams. The sensor laminates had an average thickness of 4.1 mm (0.16
in.). Three of the fabricated sensor laminates were cut to a width of 50.8 mm (2 in.) and
a length of 304.8 mm (12 in.). These sensor panel dimensions were chosen to provide
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adequate protection of the sensor during installation and handling. These sensors were
attached to the underside of the beam. In Figure 2.21, a cutout of the 50.8 mm (2 in.)
wide sensor panel can be seen. Two of the sensors, which were attached to the sides of
the beams in the lobby and meeting room, were cut to a width of 19.05 mm (0.75 in.)
with a length of 290.5 mm (11.44 in.). The final fabricated sensor, which was to be
attached to the side of the beam in the second floor graduate student office, was cut to a
width of 19.05 mm (0.75 in.) with a length of 239.8 mm (9.44 in.). The reduction in the
width of the sensor panel for those attached to the side of the beams was made so that the
sensor panels would have more compliance and be able to bend with the beam.

Figure 2.21 Fabricated Panel with a 50.8 mm (2 in.) Wide FOS Composite
Panel Cut Out Using the Water Jet
The FOS composite laminates had holes drilled approximately 6.35 mm (0.25 in)
from both ends of the panel. Based on the sensor lay-out and orientation within the
laminates, the holes would not affect the strain readings of the FOS or any part of the
sensor system. These holes were drilled to allow for the use of screws during the
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attachment process when the epoxy was still curing. The screws were assumed to
provide the sufficient clamping pressure, 69.0 kPa (10 lb/in2), recommended to ensure
proper bonding between the laminates and the glulam beams.

During installation

inspections of the bonds were made to check for a uniform and proper bond line. A
19.05 mm (0.75 in.) wide sensor panel ready for installation with holes drilled in the end
is shown in Figure 2.22.

Figure 2.22 19.05 mm (0.75 in.) Wide FOS Composite Panel with Holes Drilled in Ends

The protection and support that the composite laminate provides to the FOS during
handling, installation, and throughout the lifetime of the sensor is the main advantage of
this technology over conventional sensors.

Another advantage of using composite

laminates with embedded fiber optic strain sensors to measure strains in wood beams is
that the sensors within the laminate will record average strains over the gage length of the
laminate and avoid strain concentrations due to localized wood defects. Conventional
sensors, including surface bonded foil resistance strain gages and fiber optic sensors
attached directly to the wood surface, may pick up strain concentrations as a result of
irregularities in the wood structure resulting in skewed data.
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2.7. FOS Composite Laminate Tension Tests
ASTM D 3039 tension tests were conducted on five of the FOS composite
laminates with embedded fiber optic strain sensors. The sixth laminate had been cut
shorter than the rest to accommodate the position of the panel on a beam. As a result of
the shorter length the laminate was not tested due to fear of crushing and damaging the
strain sensor.
Six composite laminate test specimens without the embedded FOS were cut from
the remaining material from which the FOS composite laminates were cut. These test
specimens were therefore identical in both material and fabrication conditions to the FOS
composite panels. The test specimens were cut to lengths identical to those of the
composite panels with widths of 19.05 mm (0.75 in.). Care was taken to accommodate
the sensor cable within the grips of the test fixture and also to avoid gripping the panel
too close to the tip of the sensor and damaging the strain sensor.
The end of each of the test specimens was positioned within the lower grip and
then leveled vertically. The upper grip was lowered until the specified length of the
specimen was within the grip. The grip was closed and the upper and lower grips were
rotated until aligned. The specimens were then loaded in tension until failure was
reached. The ultimate failure loads were recorded for each of the test specimens.
The ultimate failure load chosen from the specimen tests and used for the FOS
composite laminate tension tests was 27.2 kN (6,115 lbs.), a roughly average value of the
specimen failure loads. Ten percent of the chosen failure load, 2.72 kN (611.4 lbs.), was
used as the maximum load for the FOS composite laminate tension tests to avoid
damaging the laminate and sensor. Each panel was loaded with a ramp of 1.0 kN/min
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(224.8 lb/min) up to the maximum load. During the tension tests, the load from the load
cell was recorded along with the strain from the fiber optic strain sensor embedded within
the composite laminate, which was monitored using the BUS system.
The results from the tensions tests were recorded and load versus strain plots were
created to visually determine the linearity of the performance of the FOS composite
laminates. A linear regression analysis was performed on each of the FOS composite
laminate load versus strain curves from the tension tests. The regression line was forced
through the origin to make all five curves and their resulting slopes comparable.
Analysis of the load versus strain curves indicated that for the tension tests of each of the
FOS composite laminates the curves were all linear. A linear response by these sensors
indicated a good bond between the sensor and the laminate host material and also,
showed that there was no slipping of the sensor within the laminated.
The stress-strain curves from the test results of each of the FOS composite
laminates were plotted on a single graph to compare the performance of the strain
sensors. The FOS composite laminates were identified by a letter which corresponds to
the beam to which they are attached to and has been previously defined in this chapter
and a number, one indicating the sensor located near the top of the beam and two
indicating the sensor located on the bottom face of the beam. For example, the sensor
located on the bottom face of the LVL beam in the meeting room was designated B2.
The stress-strain curves for the sensor laminates, shown in Figure 2.23, showed a very
similar response for each of the sensor panels.

The moduli of elasticity values for the

sensor laminates, which are shown in Table 2.3, were similar with a coefficient of
variation (COV) of 5.2 %.
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Figure 2.23 Stress Versus Strain Curves for the Tension Tests of the Five FOS
Composite Laminates

Table 2.3 Modulus of Elasticity Values and COV for Sensor Laminates
Sensor Panel

Modulus of Elasticity Values (GPa)

A1

22.0

A2

21.8

B1

22.3

B2

22.9

C2

19.9

Mean

21.78

COV (%)

5.2
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The elastic modulus values from the tension tests had a COV of 5.2 % which was
an indication that the sensor laminates and the fiber optic sensors themselves performed
as expected. There was very little difference in the values of the slopes of the curves, the
modulus of elasticity, and this indicates that there was little deviation in the alignment of
the strain sensor from one laminate to another. The mean modulus of elasticity values
obtained from the tension tests, 21.78 GPa (3158.9 ip/in2), compared very well with the
calculated modulus of elasticity, 21.4 GPa (3103.8 kip/in2), the two values had a
difference of 1.76 %
2.8. FOS Composite Laminate Baseline Values
Of the six FOS composite laminates fabricated and then cut using the water jet,
only one embedded sensor was damaged. The sensor was damaged when the water jet
was used to cut the sensor to the specified rectangular shape. The optical fiber, which
was routed between layers of the E-glass fabric, snaked from side to side much more in
this laminate than in the other composite laminates instead of traveling in the intended
straight path along a fiber tow. Because the width of the FOS sensor laminate was
relatively small, 19.05 mm (0.75 in), and the optical fiber curved back and forth along the
length of the laminate, the optical fiber was cut accidentally with the water jet. The
damaged optical fiber was evident when the sensor was connected to the BUS system
because a signal reading error occurred and also the light traveling through the optical
fiber was visible out of the side of the laminate where the fiber had been cut. Another
FOS composite laminate was fabricated to replace the damaged one.
Before the FOS composite laminates were mounted to the beams, each sensor was
connected to the BUS data acquisition system to determine a baseline value for the
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sensors. This baseline value was used to determine the total strain due to thermal strains
as a result of the environment and also mechanical strains due the installation process and
the in-service loading of the beam.
The sensor laminates were attached to the beams after construction was
completed and the occupants had moved into the office expansion. The sensor laminates
were attached with the epoxy and screws and the epoxy was allowed to cure for a period
of time, the attachment process is discussed later in this chapter, the sensors were again
connected to the BUS system and the monitoring process of the beams began. The
monitoring process consisted of measuring the strain values after attachment of the
sensors to the beams along with the monitoring of temperature and relative humidity
using the HOBO sensor in the general location of the sensors. Using the baseline values
recorded before the sensors were attached to the beams, the change in strain associated
with the installation of the sensors to the beams was calculated. The change in strain
values associated with the installation of the sensors on the beams are shown in Table
2.4. The change in strain values due to the sensor panel installation may be a result of the
cure and shrinkage of the epoxy used to bond the panels to the beams. Also included in
the table are the dimensions of the sensor panels.
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Table 2.4 Sensor Laminate Designation, Dimensions, and Strain Data Collected
Before and After Installation for Each Sensor
Sensor
A1

Sensor
A2

Sensor
B1

Sensor
B2

Sensor
C1

Sensor
C2

Sensor Panel
Length (mm)

290.5

303.2

290.5

303.2

239.7

303.2

Sensor Panel Width
(mm)

19.05

50.8

19.05

50.8

19.05

50.8

15129.3

15172.7

14315.3

15671.5

15244.3

14962.5

15207.4

15228

14412.7

15697.1

15252.7

14985.4

78.1

55.3

97.4

25.6

8.4

22.9

Strain Reading
Before Installation
(με)
Strain Reading
After Installation
(με)
De, Change in
Strains due to
Installation (με)

2.9. FOS Composite Laminate Installation and Cable Routing
The three beams chosen in the AEWC Center office expansion to be monitored
were instrumented with two FOS composite laminates and one combination temperature
and relative humidity sensor all mounted at or near the midpoint of the beams
unsupported span length. A FOS composite laminate was attached to the bottom surface
of the beam and a second FOS composite laminate was attached to the side of the beam at
the highest point accessible. Based on the attachment of two FOS composite laminates,
two strain values were measured and can be used to form the strain diagram of the beam.
Using the strain diagram for the beam, other properties could be determined including the
neutral axis location and curvature of the beam.

The HOBO combination temperature

and relative humidity sensor was attached to the side of the beam at the midpoint of the
depth of the beam near mid-span.
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The combination temperature and relative humidity sensors were mounted to the
beams using pipe mounting brackets which were screwed directly into the beam. The
cable for the sensor located on the beam in the lobby was mounted along the length of the
beam using cable mounting clips. The cable was run to the end of the beam, the excess
was coiled and mounted to the beam and a connection was made between the sensor
cable and an extension cable. For the two other instrumented beams, since they were not
exposed and were covered with a hanging ceiling, the cables were not mounted to the
beam using the cable clips, but instead run directly to the extension cables.
Extension cables for the temperature and relative humidity combination sensors
and the FOS composite laminates were run by the electrical contractor. These cables were
run from the location of the termination point of the sensor cables, the point at which the
cables from the sensors were planned to be connected to the extension cables to the data
logger located in the second floor server room.
cable termination outlet are shown in Figure 2.24.
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The HOBO Micro Station and FOS

Figure 2.24 Termination of Sensor Cables at HOBO Data Logger
and Fiber Optic Wall Outlet
Before the FOS composite laminates could be attached to the beams, the beams
were prepared for the adhesion process. The first step was to determine the exact
location of the FOS composite laminates on the beams.

The location of the FOS

composite laminates on the side of the beams was based on a workers ability to attach the
sensors to the beam. Because screws were used as an attachment method, a cordless drill
was used to secure the laminates to the beam. The use of the drill limited the height of
the laminate on the side of the beams because of accessibility and clearance issues with
the use of the drill. The distance from the top of the lobby beam to the top of the FOS
composite laminate was chosen to be 19.05 mm (0.75 in.). This allowed for plenty of
room when using the cordless drill to attach the laminates with screws. Side and bottom
view sketches of the instrumented lobby glulam beam are shown in Figure 2.24
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Figure 2.25 Top and Bottom Sketches of Lobby Beam Instrumented with FOS
Composite Laminates and Temperature/Relative Humidity Sensor
The location of the laminates on the underside of the lobby glulam beam was
shifted from centered based on the width of the beam to being located near the edge of
the side of the beam as shown the bottom sketch of the beam in Figure 2.24. This was a
result of a pipe bracket which was installed into the center of the beam width, obstructing
the ideal location for attachment at the middle of the beam. Along the length of the
beam, the sensors were mounted at the center line of the lobby beam. For the two other
instrumented beams, no obstructions were in the way of the laminates mounted on the
underside of the beam and therefore could be mounted centered on the width of the beam
at mid-span.
The LVL beam located above the second floor graduate student office had a joist
framing into the side of it at the centerline of the beam span. This caused the need for the
FOS composite laminate to be shifted away from the beam centerline a distance of 177.8
mm (7 in) to the right. Because strain values are needed from both the sensors at the
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same location along the beams length, the shifting of the FOS composite panel on the
side of the beam also caused the need for the FOS composite panel on the underside of
the beam to be shifted the same distance away from the centerline. The top of the sensor
located on the side of the beams was 19.05 mm (0.75 in.) down from the top of the beam.
Top and bottom sketches of the instrumented graduate student office roof beam are
shown in Figure 2.26. The sensors attached to the meeting room LVL beam were shifted
38.1 mm (1.5 in.) to the left of the beam center line due to accessibility issues. The
distance from the top of the beam to the top of the side sensor was 15.875 mm (0.625 in.).
Top and bottom sketches of this beam are shown in Figure 2.27.

Figure 2.26 Top and Bottom Sketches of Graduate Office Beam Instrumented with FOS
Composite Laminates and Temperature/Relative Humidity Sensor
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Figure 2.27 Top and Bottom Sketches of Meeting Room Beam Instrumented with FOS
Composite Laminates and Temperature/Relative Humidity Sensor
The next step in preparing the beams was to layout the rectangular areas where
the FOS composite laminates were to be mounted with the appropriate sensor
dimensions. This layout on the lobby glulam beam is shown in Figure 2.28. Marks were
made along the edges of the sensor areas and masking tape was used to outline the area
and prevent excess sanding and primer application to the beams.

Figure 2.28 Lobby Glulam Beam with Rectangular Areas Defined and Prepared for
HMR Application and Bonding of FOS Composite Laminates
Hydroxymethylated Resorcinol coupling agent (HMR), a primer that when
applied to wood surfaces increases the delamination resistance and shear strength of the
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adhesive bond, was applied to the sanded areas of the beam where the FOS composite
laminates were to be attached (Vick 1995). The purpose of the primer was to prevent
delamination between the composite laminate and the glulam beam due to excess
moisture or very dry conditions which would affect the adhesive bond. The HMR was
proportioned, mixed, and applied according to a standard work instruction (AEWC
2001(a); AEWC 2001(b)). The HMR primer was applied to the designated areas of the
beams at a rate of 0.0409 g/cm2 (0.000582 lb/in2).
The two-part epoxy adhesive used for the attachment of the FOS composite
laminates to the beams was a special formulation produced by Gougeon Brothers, Inc.
This epoxy formulation was chosen based on work completed by Yong Hong in which
the bond between FRP and wood was investigated. Hong’s recommendation after testing
a variety of epoxies was the West System Pro Set Epoxy which is comprised of the XR
01-113-53C resin and the XH 01-113-53D hardener (Hong 2003). The epoxy was mixed
at a ratio of 4.28 parts resin to 1 part hardener. The epoxy was then applied to the back of
the FOS composite laminate at a spread rate of 0.0344 g/cm2 (0.00049 lb/in2).
The FOS composite laminate with epoxy on the backside was placed on the beam
within the rectangular taped off area. Using drywall screws and a cordless drill, the
laminates were attached to the beams at both ends of the panel through the predrilled
holes. The panels were left to allow the epoxy to cure. After a couple days, the masking
tape surrounding the laminates was removed. The excess cable for the two FOS
composite laminates located on the beam in the lobby was mounted along the length of
the beam using cable mounting clips. The cable was run to the end of the beam, the
excess was coiled and mounted to the beam and a connection was made between the FOS
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cable and an extension cable that had been run through the building by the electrical
contractor. The instrumented beam in the AEWC Center lobby can be seen in Figure
2.29.

Figure 2.29 Lobby Glulam Beam Instrumented with Sensors
For the two other beams, since they were not exposed and were covered with a
hanging ceiling, the cables were not mounted to the beam, but instead were run directly
to the extension cables. The instrumented meeting room beam is shown in Figure 2.30
and the instrumented graduate student office beam can be seen in Figure 2.31.

Figure 2.30 Meeting Room Beam Instrumented with Sensors
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Figure 2.31 Graduate Student Office Beam Instrumented with Sensors

2.10. Monitoring Results
After the final installation, the sensors were monitored for a 15-minute period
every week beginning in September of 2005. When possible, the time period during
which the monitoring occurred was kept consistent from week to week. The results from
the sensors are presented and preliminary conclusions are drawn. Monitoring of the
instrumented beams over the long term will allow assessing the reliability of the
structural health monitoring system and the performance of the building structural
components.

All installed sensors are currently functional and are providing strain,

relative humidity, and temperature data.
Based on literature obtained from the manufacturer of the fiber optic strain
sensors, the total change in strain,

Δε t

, including both mechanical and thermal strains

is measured by the strain sensors. The total strain is calculated using the strain at time t,
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εt

, and a baseline strain value,

ε o , and

utilizing equation (2.2). For the structural

health monitoring of the AEWC Center office building the baseline strain value,

ε o , was

taken as the strain recorded after embedment in the PMC sensor laminate but before
installation on the beams. The total change in strain would therefore include strains due
to the installation process as well as mechanical and thermal strains.

Δε t = ε t − ε o

(2.2)

The equation for the total change in strain due to the installation process only is
shown in Equation 2.3, where the total change in strain,
difference between strain measured after installation,

εi

Δε i

, is calculated as the

, and the baseline strain value.

Given Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3, the change in strain due to service conditions
relative to the strains after installation was found with Equation 2.4 as the difference
between strains found at time t and strains after installation.

Δε i = ε i − ε o

(2.3)

Δ ε t − Δε i = ε t − ε i

(2.4)

Preliminary results from the weekly monitoring of the instrumented beams have
shown that for each strain sensor the initial strain is positive relative to the baseline value.
The preliminary results show a consistent decrease in strains for all sensors into the
negative strain region, which would indicate compressive strains relative to the initial
post-installation strain values. Since the attachment process of the sensor laminates
occurred after the building had been completed, only strains due to in-service conditions
and environmental effects would be captured with the sensor laminates.
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Figure 2.32 Average Strain and Relative Humidity Values for Weekly Monitoring Data
of Lobby Glulam Beam
Plots of the average strains from the top and bottom PMC sensor laminates as well
as average relative humidity readings for the instrumented lobby glulam beam are shown
in Figure 2.32. Each data point on the curves represents an average strain or relative
humidity value for a weekly 15-minute monitoring period conducted from September
2005 to April 2006. The strain values show a relatively consistent decline with the strain
values from the bottom sensor being greater in magnitude than the top sensor strain
values. The relative humidity values also exhibit a trend of decreasing values, although
these values have some variations. The variations in the relative humidity values are
likely due to fluctuations in the buildings relative humidity from day to day, which were
recorded during the monitoring period.
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Due to the location of the beam in the lobby ceiling, which is part of the floor
construction of a second floor hallway in the office expansion, no significant in-service
loading due to building occupation was expected. The changes in strain were therefore
likely due to changes in the environmental conditions, most significantly, changes in the
relative humidity of the building and the negative strain values for both sensors is an
indication of shrinkage of the beam due to a decrease in the relative humidity levels. The
magnitude of shrinkage and the resulting strains throughout the beam were expected to be
very similar. The lower magnitude strain values recorded by sensor A1, the sensor
located on the side of the beam near the top, in Figure 2.32, may be a result of the top of
the beam being more restrained than the bottom due to the ceiling/floor diaphragm. The
recorded strain values indicate negative curvature of the beam.
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Figure 2.33 Plot of Average Strain and Relative Humidity Values for Weekly
Monitoring Data of Meeting Room Beam
A plot of the average strain values from the top and bottom PMC sensor laminates
as well as average relative humidity values for the meeting room LVL beam is shown in
Figure 2.33. The strain values show a relatively consistent decline and unlike the results
from the lobby beam, the top sensor strain values are greater than the bottom sensor strain
values, which indicates positive curvature of the beam. This difference may be due to
additional bending strains, which were not thought to be present in the lobby or graduate
office beams, as a result of in-service loading from a graduate office located above the
beam. The first few data points from the bottom strain sensor were skewed, possibly a
result of a dirty connector both on the sensor and the data acquisition system and this data
has been omitted from the curve.

Due to a defective HOBO temperature/relative

humidity sensor in the meeting room, the first three weeks of temperature and relative
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humidity data were also not collected. The HOBO sensor was replaced and data was
successfully collected from that point on. The relative humidity values also exhibit a
trend of decreasing values, although these values have some variations.
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Figure 2.34 Plot of Average Strain and Relative Humidity Values for Weekly
Monitoring Data of Graduate Student Office Beam
Figure 2.34 is a plot of the average strains from the top and bottom strain sensors as
well as average relative humidity readings for the graduate student office LVL beam.
The strain values show a relatively consistent decline with the bottom sensor showing a
much steeper descent. The relative humidity values also exhibit a trend of decreasing
values with some slight variations.
Due to the location of the beam in the roof framing above the graduate student
office no significant in-service loading was expected. The strains were therefore likely
due to changes in the environmental conditions, most significantly, shrinkage due to a
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decline in the relative humidity levels of the building. The magnitude of shrinkage and
the resulting strains throughout the beam are expected to be very similar. The lower
magnitude strain values recorded by sensor C1, the sensor located on the side of the beam
near the top, in Figure 2.34 may be a result of the top of the beam being more restrained
than the bottom due to the roof structure. The difference in strain values is an indication
of negative curvature of the beam.
The strain data used for the curves in Figures 2.32, 2.33, and 2.34 is shown in
Table 2.5. The data for the relative humidity curves is shown in Table 2.6 which also
includes the temperature data collected during the weekly monitoring. The temperature
data from the three sensors shows little to no decline with slight variations throughout.
The beams will need to be monitored in the future to determine if the strain values will
rebound back to the initial values during the spring and summer months and on into
September when the initial monitoring occurred.
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Table 2.5 Strain Data From the Weekly Monitoring for Each Strain Sensor

23-Sep-05
30-Sep-05
6-Oct-05
14-Oct-05
21-Oct-05
28-Oct-05
7-Nov-05
11-Nov-05
18-Nov-05
28-Nov-05
2-Dec-05
9-Dec-05
16-Dec-05
21-Dec-05
30-Dec-05
6-Jan-06
17-Jan-06
20-Jan-06
26-Jan-06
2-Feb-06
10-Feb-06
17-Feb-06
23-Feb-06
3-Mar-06
10-Mar-06
17-Mar-06
23-Mar-06
30-Mar-06
7-Apr-06
12-Apr-06

A1
Strain
(με)
45.48
32.44
31.11
27.22
15.61
3.06
-13.03
-19.5
-28.33
-51.38
-46.75
-69.08
-78.61
-87.87
-91.89
-98.78
-112.43
-103.11
-107.71
-103.91
-108.83
-114.56
-132.62
-142.65
-139.6
-140.49
-139.44
-128.28
-126.15
-128.96

A2
Strain
(με)
47.13
24.57
14.28
3.83
-15.28
-35.16
-60.267
-67.38
-79.92
-106.46
-106.67
-124.21
-133.36
-141.39
-154.93
-156.49
-152.91
-157.3
-161.7
-159.64
-166.73
-172.77
-190.7
-196.36
-192.21
-194.07
-199.58
-195.54
-187.89
-192.17

B1
Strain
(με)
132.77
102.62
101.02
85.47
60.86
31.25
-14.78
-26.14
-43.85
-89.3
-102.38
-156.73
-175.98
-220.74
-226.8
-251.1
-285.57
-267.36
-285.57
-291.07
-302.9
-310.38
-340.54
-363.82
-363.9
-381.5
-378.82
-384.12
-364.69
-355.98
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B2
Strain
(με)
-86.14
-262.05
-256.74
-270.37
-296.41
-312.55
-201.42
32.75
31.26
11.44
6.91
-28.73
-32.57
-53.61
-58.24
-69.69
-90.61
-80.07
-88.07
-88.74
-86.56
-114.14
-112.19
-122.66
-127.12
-141.21
-132.23
-140.7
-142.55
-139.73

C1
Strain
(με)
16.86
17.86
13.52
11.11
7.86
5.35
-4.95
2.47
-0.91
-16.56
-20.28
-28.1
-30.89
-40.26
-44.47
-46.04
-51.18
-49.95
-54.66
-55
-47.7
-54.9
-58.09
-56.31
-63.64
-60.01
-66.63
-67.86
-61.29
-62.77

C2
Strain
(με)
90.41
86.14
78.11
72.84
62.45
49.6
12.4
24.74
19.33
-8.6
-27.47
-42.4
-51.22
-74.32
-94.65
-107.5
-135.31
-132.08
-144.08
-153.61
-151.21
-165.73
-184.53
-188.03
-212.32
-216.69
-232.84
-224.01
-222.73

Table 2.6 Temperature and Relative Humidity Data Collected
During the Weekly Monitoring

23-Sep-05
30-Sep-05
6-Oct-05
14-Oct-05
21-Oct-05
28-Oct-05
7-Nov-05
11-Nov-05
18-Nov-05
28-Nov-05
2-Dec-05
9-Dec-05
16-Dec-05
21-Dec-05
30-Dec-05
6-Jan-06
17-Jan-06
20-Jan-06
26-Jan-06
2-Feb-06
10-Feb-06
17-Feb-06
23-Feb-06
3-Mar-06
10-Mar-06
17-Mar-06
23-Mar-06
30-Mar-06
7-Apr-06
12-Apr-06

Lobby
RH (%)

Lobby
Temp.
(oC)

Meeting
Room
RH (%)

Meeting
Room
Temp.
(oC)

Graduate
Room RH
(%)

Graduate
Room
Temp. (oC)

34.07
24.9
38.07
32.04
25.15
22.53
22.96
16.62
12.74
20.18
23.33
14.48
13.75
9.87
24.22
16.25
14.1
21.27
15.75
14.83
9
24.09
16.25
11.82
24.42
12.22
20.37
19.43
19.64
21.13

26.73
27.51
27.51
27.9
27.51
27.13
27.51
27.12
27.12
24.17
25.57
23.25
24.01
22.86
22.86
23.63
21.71
23.65
23.62
25.56
25.56
25.5
22.86
21.71
23.63
22.48
23.63
25.28
26.06
25.56

40.59
25.49
56.61
28.54
15.75
14.28
14.65
18.75
9.08
7.75
6.75
17.89
12.25
8.54
14.27
11.43
11.06
7.69
18.25
10.47
5.72
12.88
7.75
14.76
15.8
18.367
16.25

23.82
26.73
27.4
25.93
27.91
28.71
29.09
29.1
27.88
29.44
27.91
27.52
27.83
26.73
27.52
27.91
28.84
28.84
28.21
27.65
28.71
28.71
28.3
27.49
26
25.95
26.84

44.61
34.25
53.31
40.75
34.31
32.25
32.7
19.06
15.75
21.25
25.25
11.75
11.25
9.77
20.75
15.75
12.45
18.75
16.26
17.35
9.98
25.25
16.75
9.76
21.25
11.25
20.75
23.38
25.25
24.9

21.71
22.85
22.09
22.48
23.18
23.63
21.71
24.4
26.34
25.95
25.17
25.56
26.73
24.01
24.79
25.05
22.86
24.79
22.86
24.01
25.56
25.17
24.01
25.56
25.17
23.63
24.3
21.71
22.09
22.09
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The curvature of the beam, φ , can be calculated using the top strain value, ε
the bottom strain value, ε

cb

ct

, and

, and the known distance between the two sensors, h. The

equation for calculating the curvature is shown in Equation 2.5.

ε −ε
cb
φ = ct

(2.5)

h

2.11. Conclusions
A method to fabricate polymer matrix composite laminates with fiber optic
sensors embedded in the mid-plane utilizing VARTM/SCRIMP processing was
developed and implemented.

During the stages of fabrication, preparation, and

installation only one sensor was damaged; this was attributed to the combination of the
small geometry of the laminate and a mistake made during the fabrication process, which
resulted in the optical fiber snaking through the panel. The fiber optic strains sensors
were successfully installed without damage to the sensors. The sensors embedded in the
composite material provided the necessary protection to install the sensors without
problems and this is especially important for use of these sensors in the potentially harsh
conditions encountered when installed on structural elements in the field.
With the help of the building contractors, a sensor system was setup at the AEWC
Center office building expansion with a central hub. The ability to monitor the three
beams from a central location makes the monitoring process practical. The structural
health monitoring system has potential to be used for larger constructed facilities, such as
a bridge, which require large sensor networks.
The monitoring results for the sensors are still in the preliminary stage and more
data will need to be collected before accurate conclusions can be drawn. As of now, the
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sensors appear to be functioning properly and are providing reasonable results which
reflect expected loading conditions.
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Chapter 3
3.

METHOD TO EMBED FIBER OPTIC SENSORS IN SANDWICH

COMPOSITE PANELS UTILIZING THE VARTM/SCRIMP FABRICATION
PROCESS
3.1. Abstract
The procedure for fabricating sandwich composite panels with a variety of face
sheet and core material combinations is presented. The fabrication process implemented
to fabricate the sandwich composite panels for a proposed fatigue test program is the
Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) process with Seemann Composite
Resin Infusion Molding Process (SCRIMP) technology.
Modifications to the VARTM/SCRIMP fabrication process were made to
incorporate an extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) fiber optic sensor (FOS) that
measures strain embedded within the tension side face sheet of the sandwich panel. The
process of inserting the FOS through the face sheet layers to the center of the face sheet is
also presented and is based on work conducted by Fifield (2002). The modified process
developed for embedding the FOS within the face sheet of a sandwich panel proved to be
successful. A limited number of the sandwich panels with embedded FOS were defective
and this was found to be due the embedment technique for the E-glass face sheet panels,
which the process was corrected for the carbon fiber face sheet panels, or due to
fabricator error during the embedment process.
3.2. Introduction
The main objective of the research presented in this chapter was to develop a
method to embed fiber optic sensors in sandwich composite panels fabricated by the
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VARTM/SCRIMP process. The durability of the FOS embedded sensors under cyclic
stresses was assessed by implementing a fatigue test protocol with the hydromat test
system (HTS).

The specifics of the method developed with the VARTM/SCRIMP

fabrication process, including the routing of a fiber optic strain sensor into the face sheet
of the sandwich composite panel, is presented in this chapter. The durability of the FOS
sensors subjected to the fatigue test protocol is presented in Chapter 5.
The technique for fabricating sandwich composite panels with the VARTM
process was first developed in the 1960’s during which time a patent was granted for the
inclusion of a core material in the fabrication of sandwich structure (Mitchella and
Williams 1964). Sandwich composite panels consist of two distinct components: face
sheets and a core. The face sheets are composed of a thin high stiffness material and are
bonded to both faces of the core forming the sandwich composite panel. The core
material consists of light weight materials which have low stiffness and are relatively
thick when compared to the face sheet layers. The resulting sandwich construction is a
lightweight structure with high strength and flexural stiffness (Smith 2000). A picture of
a typical sandwich panel construction consisting of carbon fiber face sheets and an endgrain balsa wood core is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Typical Sandwich Composite Panel with Carbon Fiber Face Sheets
and an End-Grain Balsa Wood Core
The traditional method of constructing a sandwich composite panel involved the
fabrication of the face sheets in one step and then bonding these face sheets to the core
material in a second step. This process was time consuming and often led to problems
with the bond between the materials. The VARTM/SCRIMP fabrication process utilizes
a one step process to fabricate sandwich composite panels with a much more reliable
bond between the face sheets and the core material.
A method of embedding fiber optic strain sensors into a composite laminate
(Fifield 2000) was modified and utilized for the embedment of FOS in the sandwich
composite panels fabricated with VARTM/SCRIMP. The biggest change made to the
process was the routing of the sensor out of the top of the panel instead of through the
end or side in order to avoid complications with the final preparation of the sandwich
panels using a water jet.

The modified sandwich panel fabrication process with

embedded sensors was successful and eight sandwich panels with embedded FOS and
four sandwich panels without embedded FOS were fabricated for a fatigue testing
program.
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3.3. Fiber Optic Strain Sensors and Data Acquisition System
The fiber optic sensors used for this project were temperature non-compensated
EFPI strain sensors produced by Roctest-Telemac. These sensors included a 50/125
micron optical fiber with 3 mm (0.118 in.) polyurethane cladding and had ST type
connecters. The FOS were specially fabricated by Roctest-Telemac with the following
dimensions; the length of the bare optical fiber from the tip of the sensor to the beginning
of the polyurethane inner cladding was 279.4 mm (11 in.), the length of the cable from
the beginning of the inner cladding to the beginning of the outer cladding was 50.8 mm
(2 in.) long. The remaining portion of the cable had the full outer and inner cladding and
the overall length of the cable from sensor tip to connector was 2 m (6.56 ft.) for sensors
initially ordered and the length was subsequently changed for future sensors to 3 m (9.84
ft.) in order to provide more length for the connection to the data acquisition system
during the testing process.

A typical fiber optic strain sensor with the previously

described dimensions before embedment is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Fiber Optic Strain Sensor Before Preparation and Embedment
The FOS with the described dimensions were used in order to address concerns
with routing the sensor within the panel and potential stress concentrations at the
ingress/egress locations. By increasing the distance between the sensor tip and the
ingress/egress location, any potential stress concentrations from the ingress/egress point,
which would effect strain measurements, were minimized or even eliminated.
The BUS system, also manufactured by Roctest-Telemac, is a simultaneous fiberoptic multi-channel signal conditioner. This system was used in conjunction with the
FISO Commander BUS/Veloce Edition software to gather, read and record data from the
FOS (FISO Technologies Inc. 2002).

The computer system with the BUS system

situated on the bottom shelf is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Computer System with the BUS System Multi-Channel, SimultaneousReading Fiber Optic Signal Conditioner
3.4. Fabrication
3.4.1. Materials
Sandwich composite panels with embedded FOS were constructed with a stacking
sequence of fiber reinforcement layers comprising the panel face sheets on either side of
a core material. The face sheets of the panel take the applied normal stresses and provide
a protection from the environment and impact loads. The core of the panel, between the
top and bottom face sheets, was composed of a light weight; low stiffness material which
is relatively thick compared to the panel face sheets and takes the panel shear stresses.
All of the materials were chosen based on the availability in the laboratory and also
familiarity with the material and the properties based on past research conducted.
Saint-Gobain Vetrotex 324 E-glass fabric, with an areal weight of 814 g/m2 (24
oz/yd2), and 55% of the fibers in the warp direction and 45% of the fibers in the fill
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direction was used as the face sheet material for half of the sandwich panels in the fatigue
test program. Carbon fiber fabric was used as the material for the face sheets of the other
half of the sandwich panels in the fatigue test program. The carbon fiber fabric was
unidirectional and had a weight of 305 g/m2 (9.0 oz/yd2) and was supplied by JB Martin.
A summary of the properties of the face sheet materials is compiled in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Summary of Face Sheet Material Properties

Areal Weight
(g/m2)
Fabric
Direction
Tow Count
(Tow/cm)

E-Glass Fabric

Carbon Fiber Fabric
(JB Martin 2005)

814

305

Weave: 55% warp and
45% fill

Unidirectional

1.97 warp and 1.57 fill

0.81

Two types of core materials were used for this research: a foam core and a end
grain balsa wood core. The end grain balsa wood core was supplied by Baltek and was
the SL Superlite S45 rigid sheet, end-grain balsa core with AL-600/10 coating used for
decreasing porosity and increasing the bond strength between the core and face sheet
materials (Melrose 2004). The second type of material used was Divinycell H80 semirigid polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam core produced by DIAB Inc. The H80 name of the
foam core indicated that the foam had density of 80 kg/m3 (5.0 lb/ft3). A summary of the
core material properties is presented in Table 3.2. Because of the low compressive
strength of the PVC foam core and due to the configuration of the hydromat test fixture,
crushing of the panel edges was a concern. To alleviate this problem, end grain balsa
wood strips were placed around the perimeter of the panel to provide edge reinforcement
in accordance with ASTM D 6416 (ASTM 2001).
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Table 3.2 Summary of Sandwich Panel Core Material Properties
End-Grain Balsa Core
(Alcan Composites 2002)

PVC Foam Core
(DIAB 2005)

Thickness (mm)

25

25

Density (kg/m3)

82

80

Shear Strength (MPa)

1.56

1.0

Compressive Strength
(MPa)

5.14

1.2

Derakane 8084, an elastomer modified vinyl ester epoxy resin, was used as the
resin in the VARTM/SCRIMP fabrication process of the sandwich panels. The epoxy
resin was promoted with a 6% cobalt solution and accelerated with Dimethylaniline
(DMA).

To catalyze the resin mixture, Trigonox 239A, a non-foaming Cumene

hydroperoxide, was used (Melrose 2004). Typical properties of the resin in both a liquid
and in a gelled postcured state are presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Typical Properties of Derakane 8084 Elastomer
Modified Vinyl Ester Epoxy Resin
Derakane 8084
(Ashland Inc. 2004)
Typical Liquid Resin Properties
Density, 25o C/77oF (g/mL)
Dynamic Viscosity, 25oF/77oF
(MPa.s)
Styrene Content (%)
Typical Properties of Postcured
Resin Clear Casing
Density (g/cm3)
Tensile Strength (MPa)
Flexural Strength (MPa)

1.02
360
40

1.14
76
130

3.4.2. Sensor Preparation
Before fabrication of the sandwich panels began, the FOS were prepared for
embedment by sealing the sensor cable. Sealing the FOS cable prevented any potential
air from leaking into the panel or a path for resin to flow into the cable. Air leaks within
the panel during the fabrication process would result in air pockets in the face sheet of the
panel and result in a defective sandwich panel. Resin flowing into the cable would cure
under the cladding and cause the cable at the ingress/egress location to become stiff and
brittle.

The fiber optic cable would then be more susceptible to damage at the

ingress/egress location during handling and testing.
The sensor cable was sealed the day before the panel fabrication by applying
several layers of clear nail polish, which is an epoxy, to the cable at the location where
the inner cladding starts (Fifield 2000). The next step was to seal the location where the
outer cladding began. Excess Kevlar fiber material, which was placed between the inner
and outer cladding layers during the sensor fabrication process, was trimmed back.
Several layers of clear nail polish were applied to the cable at this location to completely
seal the cable.
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In initial fabrication trials a small amount of two-part epoxy was placed where the
outer cladding began which corresponded to the location of ingress/egress point when the
cable was embedded. The epoxy strip was to be embedded under the top layer of the
tension side face sheet. A sample panel was fabricated with this epoxy strip and it was
determined that the strip of epoxy would be too intrusive and potentially cause premature
failure during fatigue testing. The fiber optic cable with full outer cladding alone was
determined to provide sufficient protection for the cable at the ingress/egress location.
3.4.3. Fabrication Setup and Material Stacking Sequence
A flat mold surface was cleaned and prepared for the sandwich panel fabrication.
A razor blade scraper was used to remove all excess dirt and resin from the mold.
Degreaser was sprayed on the mold and a clean cloth was used to wipe the surface to
remove the remaining dirt and residue. The mold was wiped in one direction to avoid
potential cross-contamination. The machined stainless-steel mold that was used in the
panel fabrication process is shown in Figure 3.4 being cleaned.

Figure 3.4 Steel Mold Surface Used for Sandwich
Composite Panel Fabrication
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The first layer in the material stacking sequence was a layer of mold release film
which was placed flat on the center of the prepared mold.

This layer was cut to

approximate dimensions of 838 mm by 965 mm (33 in. by 38 in.) and was larger than the
face sheet fabric and core layers. The mold release film provided a way to remove the
sandwich composite panel from the mold surface easily and without damage once the
sandwich panel had been fabricated.

On top of the mold release film, a layer of

polyethylene open mesh flow medium was placed. The layer of flow medium was cut to
dimensions of 609.6 mm by 660.4 mm (24 in. by 26 in.), with the width of the layer
being the same as the width of the fabric layers. This layer was cut slightly shorter than
the top layer of flow medium in order to avoid converging flow fronts and resulting
trapped air. The placement of the mold release film and flow medium are show in Figure
3.5 and Figure 3.6 respectively.

Figure 3.5 Mold Release Film Placed at
the Center of the Mold

Figure 3.6 Flow Medium Placed on the
Mold Release Film

Next, a layer of peel ply material, a heat scoured and set polyester with a release
agent coating, was placed on top of the release film (Melrose 2004). After fabrication
was complete, this layer was used to remove the flow medium material with cured resin
from the sandwich composite panel. The peel ply layer had dimensions of 711.2 mm by
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711.2 mm (28 in. by 28 in.) and was placed on the flow medium such that 50.8 mm (2
in.) of the flow medium was still visible as shown in Figure 3.7. This placement was
important for the flow of resin into the flow medium and across the part.

Figure 3.7 Peel Ply Layer Covering the Flow Medium
The next layers in the stacking sequence were layers of fiber reinforcement which
comprised the compression side face sheet of the sandwich panel. Three layers of fiber
reinforcement were placed on top of the layer of peel ply material. The square fabric
layers, which made up both the top and bottom face sheets, had dimensions of 609.6 mm
by 609.6 mm (24 in. by 24 in.). Marks were made at the midpoint of each of the fabric
layer sides, these marks were used to align the layers correctly on top of one another
during the fabrication process.
The orientation of the three fabric layers was dependent on the type of material
used. For panels fabricated with E-glass face sheets, the fabric layers were placed with
the warp direction of each of the layers parallel to the Y-axis of the panel. A schematic
of the E-glass orientation with respect to the panel is shown in Figure 3.9. Due to the
weave of the E-glass fabric, 45% of the fibers in the fill direction and 55% of the fibers in
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the warp direction, and the stacking sequence of the face sheets there was a 10%
difference in the amount of fibers between the two directions. This difference in the
amount of fibers in the warp and fill directions resulted in a slightly orthotropic panel.
E-glass fabric layers composing the bottom face sheet are shown stacked on the
peel ply layer in Figure 3.8. The face sheet materials were stacked on the mold such that
the layers were approximately 25.4 mm (1 in.) from the edge of the peel ply layer.

Figure 3.8 E-glass Fabric Layers in the Material Stacking Sequence
The sequence of layers when unidirectional carbon fiber reinforcement was
utilized for the sandwich panel face sheets was a [0 / 90 / 0] stacking sequence. The 0
degree layers were oriented parallel to the Y-axis of the panel and the 90 degree middle
layer of each face sheet was oriented transverse to the 0 degree layer direction in the
panel X-direction. This stacking sequence of unidirectional fabric layers resulted in more
orthotropic panel than the sandwich panel with E-glass face sheets.
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Y-direction

Warp Direction
0o Direction

X-direction

Fill Direction
90o Direction
Figure 3.9 Sandwich Panel Orientation Schematic
The core material was the next layer in the stacking sequence and the placement
of the end grain balsa core on top of the bottom face sheet material is shown in Figure
3.10.

The placement of the PVC foam core with end-grain balsa wood edge

reinforcement is shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10 Placement of the End-Grain
Balsa Core on E-glass Fabric Layers

Figure 3.11 Placement of the PVC Foam
Core with End Grain Balsa Wood Edge
Reinforcement

The end-grain balsa wood core had dimensions of 609.6 mm by 609.6 mm (24 in.
by 24 in.). The PVC foam core was cut to a slightly small size due to required edge
reinforcement with end-grain balsa wood to prevent crushing of the foam core due to the
test fixture configuration and the low compression modulus of the foam core material.
The edge reinforcement bordered the entire panel and had a required width of 8.136 mm
(0.32 in.) which was based on Equation 3.1 where a was the length of the support span of
the hydromat test system (HTS) fixture.
w = 0.016a

(3.1)

The end-grain balsa wood edge reinforcement was cut into strips with dimensions
of 525.8 mm by 33.0 mm (20.7 in. by 1.3 in.) and these strips were placed around the
perimeter of the foam core as shown in Figure 3.12. Based on a, the support span of the
HTS fixture, the required edge reinforcement width and the dimensions required by
ASTM D6416, the dimensions of the foam core were therefore 492.2 mm by 492.2 mm
(19.38 in. by 19.38 in.). The dimensions of the end-grain balsa wood strips were larger
than the ASTM D6416 requirement to avoid problems as a result of the fabrication
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process which included air pockets, excess resin build up along the sides of the panel and
rough edges. By allowing for excess end-grain balsa wood around the edges of the panel,
a panel with smoothly cut, defect free sides could be obtained with an equal width endgrain balsa wood core border through the use of the water jet to precisely cut the panel to
size.
End-Grain Balsa Core Edge Reinforcement
33.0 mm

Semi Rigid PVC Foam Core

558.2 mm

492.2 mm
558.2 mm
Figure 3.12 PVC Foam Core with Edge Reinforcement Schematic
Three layers of the material which comprised the top face sheet of the sandwich
panel were carefully placed and aligned on top of the core material. These layers were
identical in both material and orientation as the bottom face sheet layers. The placement
of the top face sheet layers is shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 The Placement of the Top Face Sheet Fabric Layers on the Core Material
Based on the dimensions of the FOS and the need to embed the first 279.4 mm
(11 in.) of bare optical fiber within the face sheet for protection, a routing scheme was
devised. Marks were made on the top and middle fabric layers at specific locations along
the proposed sensor path.

A mark was made at the center of the top and middle fabric

layers to identify both the sensor tip location and the midpoint of the panel. The tip of
the fiber optic sensor was located at the center of the panel and oriented in the direction
which contained the highest amount of fibers, the y-direction. For the panels with Eglass face sheets, the sensor was orientated in the warp direction and for the sandwich
panels with carbon fiber face sheets, the sensor was oriented along the 0 degree direction.
A mark was made on the middle fabric layer in the face sheet stacking sequence a
distance of 171.45 mm (6.75 in.) from the center of the panel towards the center of the
edge of the panel in the warp direction. This mark indicated the point at which the
optical fiber no longer followed the fiber bundle in the warp direction and at this point
entered into the curved section. A second mark was made on this layer at a distance of
203.2 mm (8 in.) down from the center and over 31.75 mm (1.25 in.). This mark
indicated the end of the curved section of fiber optic cable and the beginning of the
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section in which the cable ran along a fiber bundle in the fill direction. This section of
fiber optic cable in the fill direction ran for 130.2 mm (5.13 in.) and a mark was made on
the top and middle fabric layers to indicate this location where the fiber optic cable exited
the panel through the top fabric layer.
The dimensions used in the sensor embedment scheme were chosen to
accommodate the length of the fiber optic cable within the face sheet of the panel and
also to avoid problems with the test fixture configuration. Also, the distance to the
ingress/egress point was made far enough away from the center of the panel, which was
subject to the greatest strains and deformations, to avoid stress concentrations and a
premature failure. The marks made on the middle fabric layer and the intended path of
the fiber optic sensors are illustrated in Figure 3.14.
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Center of Fabric Layer and Location of
Fiber Optic Sensor Tip

Beginningof
ofStraight
StraightSection
Section in Warp
Beginning
Direction
in Warp Direction

Sensor Ingress/Egress Point

Path of
Fiber
Optic Optic
Path
of Fiber
Sensor
Cable
Sensor Cable

End of Straight Section in Fill Direction

Figure 3.14 Markings On Middle Fabric Layer of Top Face
Sheet and the Intended Fiber Optic Sensor Path
The sensor was routed through the middle layer starting at the first point in the fill
direction which represented the ingress/egress location. The path of the sensor followed
one of the tows of fabric in the fill direction. For the E-glass face sheet sandwich apnels,
the sensor was routed under every third or fourth tow which ran transverse to the path of
the optical fiber. This technique was used to ensure that the fiber optic cable did not
wander or snake through the panel and was secured along the intended path. The process
of securing the optical fiber under the fiber tows was accomplished with a hollow plastic
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tube with a metal rod inserted to provide support along with a smaller hollow plastic tube.
Tweezers were used to pick up a tow which allowed enough room for the tube to be
inserted under this tow. A second tow was also picked up using the tweezers and the
opposite end of the plastic tube was inserted under this tow. This process is depicted in
Figure 3.15 and was utilized to minimize any potential damage when attempting to secure
the sensor along the tow. The sensor was inserted through the tube, the tube was
removed and the tows were pulled flat when finished

Fiber Tows in the Warp Direction

Tip of Fiber Optic Strain
Sensor Inserted
Through the Tube

Hollow Plastic Tube with Metal Rod
and Smaller Tube Inserted

Figure 3.15 Routing of the Fiber Optic Sensor Under the E-glass Fiber Tows
The FOS was routed in the fill direction along the chosen fiber tow until the mark
previously made indicating the beginning of the curved section was reached. The sensor
was then routed under the closest tow to this mark and the sensor then entered into the
curved section. The sensor was routed under the tow at the first mark in the warp
direction and several other tows up to the mark made at the center of the fabric layer.
Once the tip of the sensor reached the center mark of the fabric layer, the sensor was
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routed under the closest tow. This was done to ensure that the sensor was directly in the
middle of the layer and aligned with the tows in the warp direction. Routing the optical
fiber under a fiber tow too close to the sensor could result in localized bending which
would affect the strain sensor reading so care was taken when dealing with the sensor tip.
For the sandwich panels fabricated with carbon fiber face sheets, the FOS was
routed through the top face sheet in a similar manner and was routed along the middle
fabric layer of the panel tension side face sheet. Starting from the center of the panel
where the sensor tip was located, the FOS was instead of being woven through the fabric
like with the E-glass fabric was tied to several threads holding the tows of the middle
carbon fiber layer together up to the beginning of the curved section was reached. The
optical fiber was then carefully tied with thread to a tow of the middle layer which was
oriented in the 90o direction beginning at the end of the curved section up to the
ingress/egress location. The routing of the FOS through the carbon fiber middle layer is
shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16 The Routing and Tying of the Fiber Optic Strain Sensor to the Middle
Carbon Fiber Fabric Layer
The total length of the sensor cable embedded within the face sheet of the panel
was 355.6 mm (14 in.) and included all of the bare optical fiber, the entire portion of the
cable with inner cladding and a small portion of the cable with full cladding. A section of
the cable with full cladding was embedded to help provide protection of the sensor cable
at the ingress/egress location from damage due to fabrication and handling during testing.
At several locations along the length of the embedded cable where protective
cladding was present, the cable was tied to fiber tows using a polyester thread. These tie
points included a location just after the beginning of the inner cladding, a point at the end
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of the inner cladding, a point just after the beginning of the outer cladding and a point on
the cable just before the ingress/egress location all on the middle fabric layer. The
locations of these tie points on the sensor cable are shown in Figure 3.17. The thread was
tightened lightly to ensure that the fiber optic cable would not be damaged. This method
helped keep the cable straight when routed through the layers of fabric which is important
when the sensor panels where cut to smaller sizes using the water jet.

Points Along Sensor Cable Tied to Fiber Tows Using Thread

Figure 3.17 Points Along the Sensor Cladding where the Cable was Tied to Fiber Tows
The end of the sensor with the ST type connector was then inserted through the
top layer of fabric at the ingress/egress mark made on the top fabric layer. A hole
between tows of the fabric was created large enough to fit the connector through the
fabric layer. The connector and cable were passed through this hole, the tows were
realigned around the hole and the layer was placed on the top of the two other fabric
layers already positioned on the core material. Only enough sensor cable to extend out
the top layer was left to be embedded in the panel and the final result of the embedment is
shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18 Fiber Optic Sensor Embedded Into an E-glass Top Face Sheet
Once the sensor was inserted through the fabric layers of the top face sheet, these
layers were adjusted and aligned on top of the core material. The next step was to place
peel ply on top of the fabric layers. To accommodate the sensor cable, the peel ply was
divided into two sections. The first layer had a 45 degree angled cut from the edge of the
fabric layer to the center of the edge about 50.8 mm (2 in.) into the layer to accommodate
the sensor cable. This layer had dimensions of 711.2 mm by 711.2 mm (28 in. by 28 in.)
and the placement of this layer is shown in Figure 3.19. The second peel ply layer had a
45 degree angled cut in the opposite direction. This peel ply layer had dimensions of
101.6 mm by 254 in. (4 in. by 10 in.) and the placement of the layer is shown in Figure
3.20.
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Figure 3.19 First Layer of Peel Ply Material
with 45 Degree Cut Placed

Figure 3.20 Second Layer of Peel Ply
Material Placed Over Exposed Angle Cut

The angled cut was made opposite for each of the layers such that when placed on
the panel and the cable was routed through the layer there was a barrier of peel ply
between the fabric layers and the other layers in the stacking sequence. The peel ply
enabled the easy separation of the part from the layers of vacuum bag and flow medium
after fabrication was complete. Also, without this peel ply layer barrier between the
cable and fabric layers, when the part was fully cured the cable would become bonded to
the part and result in difficulties with the sensor. For panels without the fiber optic
sensor, a single layer of peel ply was utilized.
A layer of flow medium was the next material in the stacking sequence to be
placed. The layer was cut to dimensions of 609.6 mm by 711.2 mm (24 in. by 28 in.)
with the width of the flow medium being equal to the width of the fabric layers. The
layer was orientated such that there was a 76.2 mm (3 in.) overhang of the fabric layers
similar to that of the bottom flow medium layer. The length was long enough to cover
the spiral wrap when vacuum was applied to the part but did not extend past the mold
release film.
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A slit at the location of the sensor cable was made from the side of flow medium
straight to the location of the exit of the cable. Once the flow medium was placed on top
of the peel ply layer and the sensor was in place and routed through the flow medium, the
slit was taped back together as shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21 Top Flow Medium Layer with Sensor Cable Exiting Panel and Layer
A length of spiral bundling wrap with an outside diameter of 9.525 mm (0.375 in)
was cut to slightly smaller then the width of the fabric layers or approximately 508 mm
(20 in.). The spiral wrap was inserted in the end of a length of 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) inside
diameter braid-reinforced polyvinyl chloride (PVC) hose and the two were then taped
together. The braided hose was cut to a length such that the hose was able to reach from
top the mold surface where it was taped down, to the bottom of the resin reservoir
containing the resin mix. The corners of the layers of release film and peel ply on the
side of the panel with the extended flow medium were cut to allow for the resin inlet hose
to be taped down directly to the mold using duct tap. The end of the spiral bundling wrap
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attached to the PVC braided hose was taped down to the mold just beyond the edge of the
fabric layers. The spiral wrap was then stretched out slightly and the opposite end was
taped to the mold surface just beyond the edge of the flow medium layers.

The

placement of the spiral bundling wrap is shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22 Length of Spiral Bundling Wrap Placed Along Edge of
Panel Layers for Resin Distribution
The spiral bundling wrap provided a means for resin distribution along the width
of the part. The resin flowed from the reservoir through the PVC braided hose and then
along the spiral bundling wrap along the width of the panel and the vacuum would pull
the resin across the part. Ideally, this created a uniform flow front across the part. To
ensure a uniform flow front and to prevent converging flow fronts, which resulted in
trapped air pockets within the fabricated panel, a slight angel was introduced into the
spiral wrap. The free end of the spiral wrap was taped slightly closer to the edge of the
part and this compensated for the delay in resin flow to the end of spiral bundling wrap
and created a more uniform flow front.
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A polyester bleeder mat was placed on the peel ply and mold release film layers
opposite from the resin inlet hose and spiral wrap as shown in Figure 3.23. The mat was
placed approximately 50.8 mm (2 in.) away from the edge of the panel layers. The mat
consisted of the polyester bleeder material folded two layers thick and cut to a length of
609.6 mm (24 in.) which is equal to the width of panel layers. The polyester bleeder mat
had a width of approximately 76.2 mm (3in.) and was used to create an even vacuum
front across the part and to slow down the resin flow before it reached the vacuum hose.
A 9.53 mm (0.375 in.) outside diameter hose connection was placed through a hole cut
into the center of the bleeder mat with the stem sticking upwards.

Figure 3.23 Polyester Bleeder Mat Placed Along Edge of Panel Layers

The resin inlet hose, which was connected to the spiral wrap and taped down to
the mold, was extended out past the side of the mold. Vacuum sealant tape, also known
as tacky tape, was placed both over and under the resin inlet hose to completely seal
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around the hose and attach it to the mold. The location around the resin inlet hose was
susceptible to leaks and therefore care was taken to inspect and create a sufficient seal.
Tacky tape was applied to the mold surface around the stack of materials. The
tacky tape was placed in a rectangular configuration around the edges of the fabrication
area with a buffer of approximately 25.4 mm to 50.8 mm (1 in. to 2 in.) between any
material and the tacky tape as shown in Figure 3.24. The tacky tape was used to attach
the vacuum bag, which was applied in the next step of the stacking sequence, to the mold
surface and provided a good seal to maintain a constant vacuum during the fabrication
process.

Figure 3.24 Tacky Tape Perimeter Around Stack of Materials
The final layer of the stacking sequence was a layer of vacuum bag material
which was cut to a much larger size than the area enclosed by the tacky tape. A schematic
of the material stacking sequence used for the fabrication of the sandwich composite
panels with embedded FOS is shown in Figure 3.25. The excess vacuum bag allowed for
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pleats to be formed in the corners the bag to prevent tension in the bag around the sides of
the panel. When tension in the bag was present around the edges of the panel, a space
between the bag and the panel was formed and provided a path for resin to travel around
the panel. The paths allowed the resin to travel faster than when it flowed through the
part and created problems with converging flow fronts and trapped air.
Fiber Optic Sensor Cable

Vacuum Bag
Flow Medium
Peel Ply
Panel Face Sheet

Panel Core

Panel Face Sheet
Peel Ply
Flow Medium
Mold Release Film
Mold Surface

Figure 3.25 Schematic of Material Stacking Sequence for Sandwich Composite Panel
Fabrication with an Embedded Fiber Optic Sensor
The vacuum bag was first attached to the tacky tape on the side of the perimeter
along the length of the bleeder mat starting at a corner and working down the side. Care
was taken to keep the bag tight while attaching it to the tacky tape to ensure the perimeter
was wrinkle free. Before the bag was attached to perimeter along the adjacent side, a
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pleat in the corner of the bag in line with the corner of the panel was made as shown in
Figure 3.26. This was accomplished by attaching the end of a 101.6 mm (4 in.) long strip
of tacky tape to the tacky tape perimeter corner and, while the strip was held vertical,
folding the bag over the strip of tacky tape. A top portion of the tacky tape strip, 25.4
mm (1 in.), was folded over onto itself before the bag was folded over the entire strip.

Figure 3.26 Pleat Formed in Corner of Vacuum Bag
Before the remaining corners could be constructed and the two sides sealed, the
routing of the sensor cable and the vacuum hose attachment through the vacuum bag was
addressed. At the location where the fiber optic strain sensor cable exited the stack of
material layers, a small cut was made in the vacuum bag to allow the cable to pass
through. A small cut was also made at the location of the vacuum hose connection to
allow it to exit through the bag. Once the plug and sensor cable were in place, strips of
tacky tape were used to seal around these areas where the cuts in the vacuum bag were
made. A 9.53 mm (0.375 in.) inside diameter braid-reinforced PVC hose was connected
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to the vacuum hose attachment and additional strips of tacky tape material were applied
around this connection to ensure a good seal.
The free end of the vacuum inlet hose was then attached to a vacuum pump. The
free end of the resin inlet hose was clamped off and a sealed system was created. A panel
enclosed by the vacuum bag and under vacuum is shown in Figure 3.27. The vacuum
pump was turned on and full vacuum of 1 atmosphere (14.7 lb/in2) was applied to the
layers of material. Any audible leaks in the vacuum bag or any of the tacky tape seals
were sealed using tacky tape. Once leaks were no longer audible the vacuum pump was
closed and turned off. If the vacuum level within the system dropped more than 12.7 mm
Hg (0.5 in. Hg) in five minutes, a leak was present and had to be found and sealed.
Vacuum was then again applied to the system and the process was repeated until leaks
were no longer present.
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Figure 3.27 Sandwich Composite Panel Stacking Sequence Enclosed by Vacuum Bag
and Under Vacuum Pressure Before Infusion
When the panel was ready for infusion, the resin was mixed to begin this process.
To reduce the potential for problems with voids within the fabricated part, the gel time
used was a time for which the part gelled within minutes of fully wetting out. The resin
selected for this project was an elastomer modified vinyl ester resin, Derakane 8084. The
resin was promoted using a 6% cobalt solution and an accelerator, Dimethylaniline
(DMA), was also added. To catalyze the resin, a non-foaming cumene hydroperoxide,
Trigonox 239A, was used (Melrose 2004).
Approximately 4 kg (8.82 lbs.) of vinyl ester resin was placed in the resin
reservoir container. The amount of resin required for fabrication was much more then the
amount actually needed to completely wet out the part. There were substantial amounts
of excess resin found within the flow media, resin inlet hose, and the bleeder mat after
fabrication. Also, extra resin was needed to ensure that during the fabrication process the
resin mixture within the resin reservoir container is not exhausted before the part had
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been completely wet out and the resin had reached the vacuum inlet. If the level of the
resin mixture dropped below the end of the resin inlet hose, air would be introduced into
the part and result in large air pockets and an unusable part.
The resin was then mixed, in accordance with Table 3.4. First Cobalt was added
to the resin then DMA, and finally Triginox was added to the resin mixture as the final
step before the infusion process began. Because Trigonox is a catalyst for the resin, it
needed to be mixed just before fabrication. Trigonox was added and mixed for one
minute before starting the infusion process. The amount of each chemical used was
based on a percentage of the resin weight and these percentages were dependent on the
ambient laboratory conditions where fabrication occurred and the desired gel time. For
the sandwich panels with FOS embedded sensor, a gel time of 20-40 minutes and a
laboratory temperature of 21oC-26oC (mild 70soF) were chosen as the parameters for
fabrication. On average the resin began the gelling process approximately 15 minutes
after the Trigonox was added.
Table 3.4 Derakane 8084 Resin Mix Proportions and Gel Times (Ashland Inc. 2004)

15°-20°C
Cool 60s°F

21°-26°C
Mild 70s °F
27°-32°C
Warm 80s °F

10-20 Minutes

20-40 Minutes

40-60 Minutes

Peroxide

3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

Cobalt

0.60%

0.50%

0.40%

DMA

0.40%

0.30%

0.20%

Peroxide

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

Cobalt

0.60%

0.50%

0.30%

DMA

0.30%

0.20%

0.20%

Peroxide

2.00%

2.00%

1.50%

Cobalt

0.60%

0.50%

0.30%

Once the resin was completely mixed, the resin reservoir container was placed on
the floor, one side propped up to shift the resin to the opposite side. The resin inlet hose
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was inserted into the resin on the side where the resin mixture level was highest. Before
placing the hose in the resin reservoir container, a support stick was attached to the end of
the hose to prevent curling and to keep the end of the hose as close to the bottom of the
container as possible. Once the end of the hose was added to the container, tape was used
to hold the hose to side of the container to prevent any shifting during the fabrication
process. These steps were taken to ensure that the end of the hose would stay below the
surface of the resin within the reservoir during the infusion process.
The vacuum pump was turned on and full vacuum was again applied to the panel.
The clamp, which had been placed on the resin inlet hose to seal the system, was
removed. This allowed the resin to flow through the hose, into the layers of material and
develop a flow front and traverse across the sandwich panel. When the resin flow front
reached the vacuum inlet hose at the center of the bleeder mat and began to be pulled into
the vacuum hose, vacuum was reduced to 0.5 atmosphere (7.35 lb/in2). This was done to
prevent excessive amounts of resin from traveling into the resin traps of the vacuum
pump system and also to prevent the removal of styrene vapor from the resin. If vacuum
was not lowered the resin was found to boil and the fabricated part to retain excess air
and therefore the panels were unusable.
When the excess resin contained in the resin reservoir container began to gel, the
resin inlet hose and the vacuum inlet hose were both clamped. The excess resin was
discarded, the vacuum hose was disconnected from the vacuum pump, and the part,
which was still sealed and under vacuum, was left overnight to gel. The next day when
the part was cured, the layers of vacuum bag, flow media, peel ply, and release film were
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carefully removed to avoid damaging the FOS sensor and the fabricated panel was
obtained.
A water jet system was then utilized to cut the sandwich panels with embedded
FOS sensors to the final dimensions of 508.5 mm by 508.5 mm (20.02 in. by 20.02 in.).
A water jet was ideal because it limited damage to the edges of the panel during the
cutting process and the cuts were much more accurate as compared to a table saw. An
E-glass face sheet, end-grain balsa wood core fabricated panel cut with the water jet is
shown in Figure 3.28 and a carbon fiber face sheet, end-grain balsa wood core fabricated
panel also cut with the water jet is shown in Figure 3.29.

Figure 3.28 E-glass Face Sheet and EndGrain Balsa Wood Core Fabricated Panel
Cut with the Water Jet

Figure 3.29 Carbon Fiber Face Sheet and
End-Grain Balsa Wood Core Fabricated
Panel Cut with The Water Jet

3.5. Conclusions and Recommendations
A method to embed fiber optic strain sensors in polymer matrix composite sheets
fabricated by the VARTM/SCRIMP fabrication process was successfully developed. The
method was proven to be reliable during the fabrication process resulting in durable
sensor embedment. Eight sandwich composite panels with embedded fiber optic strain
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sensors were successfully fabricated for durability assessment through a fatigue test
program. Problems were encountered with several of the FOS as a result of the routing
of the fiber optic cable under the fabric tows of the E-glass face sheets during the
embedment process. When vacuum was applied to the part, it is believed the tows caused
localized bending of the optical fiber resulting in a change in the signal intensity which
caused erroneous readings. No problems were encountered with the fiber optic sensors
embedded in the panels with carbon fiber face sheets due to the way in which the optical
fiber was tied to the fiber tows instead of woven into the fabric.
The method presented for fabricating sandwich composite panels with embedded
FOS was initially time consuming; however, with experience the time to fabricate one
panel was reduced to approximately three hours. A recommendation for fabricating
future panels utilizing this method would be to alter the dimensions of the FOS. The
FOS embedded in the fatigue test program sandwich panels was utilized because of the
availability of these sensors in the laboratory. Ideally the embedded portion of the FOS
would be shorter and would follow a tow in the warp direction. Without turning into a
curved section the FOS would exit through the surface of the panel several inches from
the panel edge. This would reduce the amount of time needed to embed the sensor within
the panel.
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Chapter 4
4. ASSESSMENT OF THE HYDROMAT TEST SYSTEM TO CHARACTERIZE
THE BENDING RESPONSE OF SANDWICH COMPOSITE PANELS
4.1. Abstract
The hydromat test system (HTS) is a relatively new test method developed to
determine the response of sandwich composite panels constructed of various types of
materials subject to a uniform distributed load. The test was initially developed to
determine the properties and failure mechanisms of sandwich composite panels in boat
hull structures; however, the test is applicable for any panel subject to simply supported
boundary conditions and uniform distributed loads.
A round robin test program was conducted at The University of Maine (UMaine)
and Michigan Technological University (MTU) to assess the HTS based on ASTM D
6416 (Walter 2005). Similar test fixtures were utilized at both laboratory settings to
determine the repeatability of sandwich composite panel property characterization. Three
types of sandwich composite panels were fabricated and tested at the two university
laboratories. The three panel sets included panel set AF, which consisted of aluminum
face sheets and a foam core, panel set GB, which consisted of E-glass face sheets and a
balsa wood core, and the third panel set was GF, which consisted of E-glass face sheets
and a foam core. Each of the sandwich composite panels in the round robin study was
tested three times to a safe deflection limit at each laboratory to determine the
repeatability of the HTS. A representative test was chosen for each panel, and the
pressure versus center deflection results from UMaine and MTU were compared for the
three panel sets.
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In general, the results from the tests on the panel sets showed that the HTS was
repeatable at the two laboratories using similar fixtures. The slope of the pressure versus
center panel deflection curves was computed using a least squares fit. If was found that
the slope values at UMaine’s laboratory were slightly higher than the results at MTU’s
laboratory.

The AF panel set had the highest difference between the two laboratories

results with a percent difference between mean slope values for the set of 18%. Panel set
GB and GF were more similar and had percent differences of 11% and 7% respectively.
The first objective of this chapter is to assess the merits of the HTS for material
characterization and comparisons of sandwich composite panels. The second objective is
to enable comparisons of results between different university laboratories. Other indirect
benefits of the work presented in this chapter are the familiarization with typical
sandwich composite panel products available in industry, and drawing attention to the
ASTM efforts for development of guidelines and standardization related to this type of
structures.
4.2. Introduction
An introduction and background to the hydromat test system and an analysis of the
results of a round robin testing program utilizing the HTS are presented in this chapter.
The goal of the ASTM D 6416 round robin test program discussed was to determine the
repeatability of the test method and also the variability of the test results from one
laboratory to another.
Sandwich composite panels, which can be used for a wide variety of applications
including hulls of marine structures, structural frame elements, wall panels and flooring
systems, offer advantages over more traditional building materials. The construction of
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sandwich composite panels consists of a low density core material laminated between
composite face sheets composed of a high modulus material. The advantage of this
construction is that the panel has high specific stiffness and strength at a relatively low
weight (Bertelsen 1994). The composite face sheets also offer protection from corrosion
or degradation from the environment in which the structure is located in.
The hydromat test system was first developed as a test method to simulate the
hydrostatic loading which is often present in sandwich composite panels in marine
structures (ASTM 2001). A crude test fixture was initially developed in 1987 by William
Bertelsen at Gougeon Brothers, Inc. as a way to better understand the response of
sandwich composite panels subject to a distributed load and to aid in the determination of
sandwich composite panel failure mechanisms (Bertelsen 2000). The HTS fixture and
test procedure went through several revisions until finally, in 1999, the test was approved
by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and was given the
designation ASTM D 6416-99.
The test fixture provides simply supported boundary conditions around the edges of
a square panel and when loaded, a water-filled bladder provides a uniform distributed
load acting over a portion of the surface of the panel. The support span and boundary
conditions were based on typical hull framework in which bulkheads and stringers form a
rectangular grid which supports the skin of the hull and leaves a square unsupported area.
The development of the pressure bladder was based on the water pressure forces
commonly acting on the skin of the hull of a marine structure, resulting in the
unsupported rectangular areas bulging inwards due to a two-dimensional distributed load
(Bertelsen 1992b).
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4.3. ASTM D 6416 Round Robin Testing
The main objective of the ASTM D 6416 round robin test program was to
demonstrate the repeatability of the HTS test method and determine the variability from
one laboratory to another. Testing facilities involved in the round robin testing program
were the University of Maine (UMaine) and Michigan Technological University (MTU)
which both possessed a similar HTS fixture.
The round robin testing program panel matrix consisted of various types of
sandwich composite panels, both with isotropic and orthotropic face sheets. Panels were
first tested to a safe deflection limit, to avoid damage to the panels, at MTU where corner
bolt torque values and upper load limits were determined. The panels were then sent to
UMaine where identical tests were conducted utilizing the same corner bolt torque and
upper load limit values.
4.3.1. The University of Maine Hydromat Test System Setup
The ASTM D 6416 round robin testing conducted at The University of Maine
AEWC Center was done utilizing a modified HTS setup. The experimental test fixture
consisted of a 6061-T6 aluminum machined with upper and lower panel support frames
which were fabricated in accordance to the adjunct to ASTM D 6416 (ASTM 2001;
Melrose 2004; Melrose, Lopez-Anido et al. 2004).
A bladder support slab consisting of a section of a reinforced glulam beam was
bolted to a 100 kN (22.48 kip) load cell which was then bolted to a T-slotted table as
shown in Figure 4.1. The load cell was placed directly on the table instead of above the
frame (ASTM 2001) due to the configuration of the servo-hydraulic test machine at the
AEWC center. The servo-hydraulic test machine consisted of a downward acting ram
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which moved the fixture with the installed panel down onto the pressure bladder which
was stationary. This deviated from the test setup described in ASTM D 6416 in which
the servo-hydraulic test machine had an upward acting ram. With the upward acting ram
servo-hydraulic machine, the bladder support and pressure bladder were placed on the
ram and raised up into the panel, fixture, and the load cell attached above to the frame.
With the load cell mounted to the ram above the HTS fixture in the servo-hydraulic
machine at the AEWC center, inertial effects during dynamic loading were found to
cause erroneous load cell values (Melrose 2004). Due to this problem the load cell was
mounted to the table below the bladder support.

Figure 4.1 Bladder Support Slab and Load Cell Bolted to T-slotted Table
The sandwich composite panel was placed and centered in the lower portion of the
text fixture on line load diffuser strips which were placed on the brass support journals.
The line load diffuser strips were used to distribute the line load and prevent the journals
from crushing the panel and damaging the face sheets. The upper portion of the fixture
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was attached to the servo-hydraulic test frame. Line load diffuser strips were placed on
the top edges of the panel to distribute the line load applied by the upper frame. The
upper frame was lowered down onto the lower frame and the two frames were connected
together through four corner bolts which were torqued to the required value as
determined according to ASTM D 6416 specifications. The lower portion of the test
fixture before panel insertion is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Lower Portion of Test Fixture
The pressure bladder utilized for the round robin test program was constructed
from 3-ply industrial belting which was filled with water and housed and completely
sealed by a metal frame (Melrose 2004). Water was used in the bladder instead of air
because of the incompressibility of water resulting in less actuator movement needed to
reach desired panel deflections (Bertelsen 2000). The pressure bladder was placed onto
the bladder support slab and the bladder was centered directly under the test fixture. A
pressure transducer was inserted into the bladder in order to measure the pressure within
the bladder during the testing process. Before testing began, the pressure transducer was
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verified using an Ashcroft rotating deadweight tester. The pressure bladder with the
installed pressure transducer is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Hydromat Pressure Bladder
The test fixture with the panel installed in it was then lowered onto the pressure
bladder such that a 44 N (10 lbf) initial load was applied to the panel. With the initial
load applied, the fixture corner bolts were torqued to the predetermined value. The
actuator was then lowered at a ramped speed of 1.0 mm/minute (0.050 in/minute) until an
upper load limit set for the sandwich composite panel, which was determined for each set
of panels, was reached. The load limits were chosen for the tests to avoid yielding the
panels due to the multiple tests that needed to be conducted on the panels. Data for the
pressure within the bladder, the load from the load cell, and the deflection at the center of
the panel using a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) were recorded during
the test utilizing a data acquisition system. The HTS setup at UMaine is shown in Figure
4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Hydromat Test System Setup at the University of Maine AEWC Center

4.3.2. Michigan Technological University Laboratory Hydromat Test Setup
The HTS experimental test setup at Michigan Technological University consisted
of a more traditional configuration which is detailed in ASTM D 6416 with an upward
acting actuator load frame and the load cell installed above the test fixture (Walter 2005).
The actuator was bolted to a bed plate below the frame and the bladder support was
attached to the actuator directly. The load cell was attached to the upper portion of the
load frame and the test fixture was then connected to the load cell. An LVDT was
connected to the hydromat test fixture to measure center panel deflection. A pressure
transducer was inserted into the pressure bladder to read pressures within the bladder
during the testing process. The pressure transducer was calibrated using a built in
calibration procedure and verified using an air-pump and monometer. A data acquisition
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system was used to record load from the load cell, pressure from the pressure transducer,
and the panel center deflection from the LVDT.
4.3.3. Sandwich Composite Panels: Materials and Fabrication Process
In the first phase of the round robin study, three sandwich composite panels
fabricated by Gougeon Brothers, Inc. and consisting of AL2024 aluminum face sheets
and Divinycell H100 foam core, which were designated panel set AF, were tested using
the HTS. The AL2024 face sheets and the H100 foam core are considered to be isotropic
materials. The panel matrix for the round robin testing study is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Round Robin Study: Program Matrix
Panel
Designation

Face sheet
directional
properties
isotropic
orthotropic
orthotropic

Face sheet
material

AF
aluminum
GB
E-glass
GF
E-glass
Notation:
AF: Aluminum face sheet and foam core
GB: Glass composite face sheet and balsa core
GF: Glass composite face sheet and foam core

Core
Core
directional
Material
properties
isotropic
foam
orthotropic
balsa
isotropic
foam

Number of
Panels in Set
3
3
3

The two other sets of sandwich composite panels included in the round robin
study consisted of panels with E-glass composite face sheets with two different core
materials. The panel set designated GB was composed of E-glass composite face sheets
and a ProBalsa core. The panel set designated GF consisted of panels with E-glass
composite face sheets and Divinycell H100 foam core.

Both the Divinycell H100 and

ProBalsa were first heat stabilized and sanded in order to achieve dimensional stability
and to maintain an adequate bonding surface. Then, two plies of 342 g (12.05 oz)
polyester prepreg were bonded to the foam and balsa core by means of a heated press
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(Walter 2005).

The three panels within each of the sets were given a numerical

designation, 1, 2, and 3, such as panel set AF with three panels named AF1, AF2, and
AF3. A summary of the panel dimensions is presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Round Robin: Panel Dimensions
Panel Designation
AF
GF
GB

Average
Panel Length (mm)
509.6
509.6
509.6

Average
Panel Thickness (mm)
28.2
24.4
24.8

4.3.4. Experimental Results at The University of Maine
The experimental work conducted at UMaine consisted of testing each of the
three sandwich composite panels from the three sets, AF, GF, and GB, using the HTS.
The panels within each set were loaded to a determined safe load limit which did not
cause damage to the panels and was necessary in order to ensure that the panels could be
tested multiple times. Each of the sandwich composite panels was tested three times in
order to check and determine the repeatability of the test. The results of one of the three
tests on the panel, which was representative of the response of the panel during the test,
was chosen and used as a comparison to the other identical panels within the set. An
example of the results from three test repetitions conducted on one panel, AF1, is shown
in Figure 4.5. The maximum load values along with the corner bolt torque for each set of
panel is presented in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Maximum Load Limit and Corner Bolt Torque Values
Panel Designation
AF
GF
GB

Maximum Load
Limit (kN)
13.34
8.90
8.90
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Corner Bolt Torque
Value (kN-cm)
0.452
0.791
0.791
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Figure 4.5 Pressure versus Center Panel Deflection Curves of the Three Repetitions of
the HTS Test Conducted on Panel AF1 at UMaine
A curve of the pressure in the bladder as a function of the deflection at the center
of the panel was created for each panel and plotted in the same figure in order to check
for variances within the set of panels. The curves for the AF set of panels are shown in
Figure 4.6, the curves for the GB panel set are shown in Figure 4.7 and the curves for the
GF set of panels are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.6 Pressure versus Center Deflection for AF Panel Set (UMaine)
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Figure 4.7 Pressure versus Center Deflection for GB Panel Set (UMaine)
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Figure 4.8 Pressure versus Center Deflection for GF Panel Set (UMaine)

4.3.5. Experimental Results at Michigan Technological University
Similarly to the tests conducted at UMaine, each panel within the three sets, AF,
GB, and GF, was tested multiple times at MTU in order to ensure the repeatability of the
test.

Representative curves of bladder pressure versus center panel deflection were

chosen for each panel and used to compare the panels within the set and also to form a
comparison with the results from UMaine. The results for the AF panels are shown in
Figure 4.9, the GB panel results are shown in Figure 4.10 and the results for the GF panel
set are shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.9 Pressure versus Center Deflection for AF Panel Set (MTU)
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Figure 4.10 Pressure versus Center Deflection for GB Panel Set (MTU)
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Figure 4.11 Pressure versus Center Deflection for GF Panel Set (MTU)

4.3.6. Comparison of Results
The results obtained at UMaine and MTU for the three panel sets are compared in
this section. The slope of the linear regression analysis trend line for each of the pressure
versus deflection curves from both laboratories was determined and the values are
presented in Table 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for panel set AF, GB, and GF respectively.

The

slopes for each linear regression curves of the panel sets, AF, GB, and GF, were then
plotted in Figure 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 respectively, and a comparison between the results from
the two laboratories was made.
The slope of the curves obtained from the testing of panel set AF conducted at
UMaine had higher mean slope values than that of the test data curves at MTU with a
difference of 18%. The curves obtained at both laboratories appeared to be similar; the
pressure-deflection curve for sandwich composite panel AF2 had a higher slope than the
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two other panels in the set. Sandwich composite panels AF1 and AF3 had slopes which
were similar in magnitude.
Table 4.4 Slopes of Pressure versus Deflection Curves by
Linear Regression Analysis for AF Panel Set
Laboratory
Panel
AF1
AF2
AF3

UMaine
kPa / mm
45.463
50.048
45.321

MTU
kPa / mm
36.993
41.794
38.860

Mean

46.944

39.216
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Figure 4.12 AF Panel Set Slope Curves for Pressure versus Center
Deflection Curves for UMaine and MTU
As was the case with the AF panel set, the slope of the curves from the testing at
UMaine had a higher mean slope values than that of the testing results at MTU for the
GB panel set.

The difference between the mean slope values was 11%. The pressure

versus deflection curves obtained at both laboratories for the GB panel set appeared to be
similar. The slope values at UMaine were higher for all three panels within the set and
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the slopes of the curves were generally of the same magnitude for the test results from
each of the laboratories.
Table 4.5 Slopes of Pressure versus Deflection Curves by
Linear Regression Analysis for GB Panel Set
Laboratory
Panel
GB1
GB2
GB3

UMaine
kPa / mm
26.308
26.190
26.811

MTU
kPa / mm
24.562
23.392
23.405

Mean

26.436

23.786
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Figure 4.13 GB Panel Set Slope Curves for Pressure versus Center
Deflection Curves for UMaine and MTU
The mean slope values for the UMaine and MTU tests for the GF panel set had a
percent difference of 7%. The slope values were the most similar of the three panel sets.
The pressure versus deflection slope curves obtained at both laboratories for the GF panel
set were similar with the exception of panel GF1 which appeared to deviate from the
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general pattern seen with the other panels within the set. The slope values at UMaine
were higher for all three panels within the set and the slopes of the curves were generally
of the same magnitude for the test results from both the laboratories.
Table 4.6 Slopes of Pressure versus Deflection Curves by
Linear Regression Analysis for GF Panel Set
Laboratory
Panel
GF1
GF2
GF3

UMaine
kPa / mm
18.053
18.124
17.927

MTU
kPa / mm
17.916
16.166
16.254

Mean

18.035

16.779
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Figure 4.14 GF Panel Set Slope Curves for Pressure versus Center
Deflection Curves for UMaine and MTU
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6.00

4.4. Conclusions
The round robin test program demonstrated that the HTS produced repeatable
results at two laboratory settings using a similar fixture. For individual panels, repeated
tests conducted at the each laboratory yielded similar results. The slope of the pressure
versus center panel deflection curves from the panel tests were slightly higher at
UMaine’s laboratory compared to MTU’s laboratory. The higher experimental slope
values computed at UMaine, may be due to the difference in the way the test fixture was
setup at both laboratories. Although there is a relatively small difference between the
results, the results follow the same trend. For example, this trend is observed with the AF
panel set, where the AF1 and AF3 panels have a similar slope magnitude while the AF2
panel had a higher slope magnitude at both laboratories.
Future tests are planned to continue and expand the round robin study. Additional
panel sets, which consist of different panel lay ups and material combinations, are
planned to be tested by ASTM. Also, the panel sets will be tested at several other
laboratories with similar HTS fixture, which may give a better understanding of the
variability of the test results between laboratories and the repeatability of the test method.
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Chapter 5
5.

DURABILITY OF EFPI FIBER OPTIC STRAIN SENSORS EMBEDDED IN
SANDWICH COMPOSITE PANELS SUBJECTED TO FATIGUE LOADS

5.1. Abstract
A fatigue test program was developed to characterize the performance of
embedded fiber optic strain sensors (FOS) in sandwich composite panels subjected to
fatigue loading using the hydromat test system (HTS). Sandwich composite panels with
several material combinations were tested in this fatigue study. The sandwich composite
panels were cycled until failure with quasi-static ramp tests, which were conducted in
accordance with ASTM D 6416 (ASTM 2001), performed at specific cycle points in
order to determine changes in the relative stiffness of the panels and to also check the
status and durability of the embedded FOS.
Test results have shown that the FOS embedded within the sandwich composite
panels, which were cycled to failure, did not experience any significant damage. All
sensors survived the cyclic loading and provided consistent readings throughout all of the
ramp tests until the final quasi-static ramp test which showed an expected decrease in
strain values due to the stiffness loss of the panel. The fiber optic strain sensors remained
functional throughout the duration of the fatigue testing and proved to be durable. For
the panel sets with E-glass face sheets there were differences in the strain values from
one panel to another within a set likely due to a number of factors including; sensor
misalignment and localized bending of the optical fiber due to the embedment process,
which differed from that of the panels with carbon fiber face sheets because of the fabric
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construction. The strain values for the panels within the sets with carbon fiber face sheets
compared satisfactorily with one another.
A 3-D digital image correlation (DIC) system was utilized to measure full field
surface strain values of the panels to verify the FOS strain values. Although the strain
data from the DIC tests displayed a higher than expected level of noise and variability,
the results were used to obtain a general comparison of the magnitudes of strains obtained
with the FOS sensors. The strain values for the carbon fiber face sheets compared
relatively well but as was seen previously the strain values for the E-glass face sheet
panels had large differences.
5.2. Introduction
The hydromat test system was designed to simulate the hydrostatic loading often
present in sandwich structures such as a marine hull (ASTM 2001). An advantage of the
HTS is the ability to conduct both fatigue and quasi-static ramp tests on a sandwich panel
using the same fixture. Parameters for the fatigue test program utilizing the HTS were
based on past fatigue studies of sandwich composite panels (Bertelsen 1992a; 1992b;
2000).
Fiber optic sensors have been used for monitoring a variety of structural
components including mounting sensors on bridges, buildings, and other structures and
embedding FOS in structural components of ships, aircraft, space shuttles, and
automobiles. FOS have been developed to monitor a variety of parameters including
strain, deformation, pressure, pH, humidity, temperature, among others, and these sensors
are replacing conventional sensors for applications where the FOS performance is
considered to be superior and increasingly cost effective (Inaudi 2000).
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FOS provide advantages over conventional sensor technology including immunity
to electromagnetic interference, can withstand high temperature, hostile, corrosive
environments, are embeddable, can be used over long distances and provide high
sensitivity measurements with a large dynamic range. Two of the significant
disadvantages include that the high sensitivity may result in erroneous results due
being influenced by unwanted variables and at this time FOS have a much higher
cost compared to conventional sensors, although in the future this cost is expected
to decrease to more competitive levels (Lopez-Higuera 2002).

The first objective of the research presented in this chapter was to develop a smart
structural panel with the ability to detect damage in structures such as rigid wall shelters,
shear walls, ship hulls, modular bridge decks and floor systems. This objective is a
continuation of the goal set during the sandwich panel fabrication process in Chapter 3.
A second objective of the research work presented in this chapter was to develop a
fatigue testing program to assess the durability performance of the FOS embedded within
the face sheet of a sandwich panel.
5.3. Fatigue Test Program
The fatigue test program was developed to determine the durability and utility of
FOS embedded in a sandwich composite panel utilizing the HTS. An overview of the
HTS and the ASTM D 6416 test procedure is discussed in Chapter 4. Panels with several
face sheet and core material combinations were fabricated with fiber optic strain sensors
embedded in the tension side face sheet of the panel. By fabricating panels with different
material combinations, the potential effects of the materials on the durability of the sensor
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were also observed. Panels without embedded FOS and also panels with embedded FOS,
which became defective during fabrication, were tested to failure. The ultimate failure
loads from these tests were used to determine the maximum and minimum loads for the
fatigue cycling and quasi-static ramp tests. Also, the effects of the embedded FOS on the
failure load of the panel were also considered.
Preliminary quasi-static ramp tests, one test with the DIC system and one without,
were performed on each panel before fatigue cycling was commenced. The sandwich
composite panels with embedded FOS, were each cycled to failure. Quasi-static ramp
tests at every 50,000 cycles were conducted to determine the change in stiffness of the
panel and any change in performance of the FOS. During all ramp tests, the load
recorded by the load cell, pressure from the pressure bladder, center panel deflection
from a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) were collected as well as strain
from the embedded FOS. Once the panel failed, final quasi-static ramp tests were
conducted both with and without the DIC system. The DIC full field strain data was used
to compare and verify the FOS strain data.
5.3.1. Sandwich Panel Fatigue Test Matrix
Representative sandwich composite panels with embedded FOS were selected for
fatigue evaluation in this study. Four material combinations were chosen for the fatigue
test program panel matrix. The material combinations of the sandwich composite panels
used in the fatigue test program are shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Sandwich Composite Panel Test Matrix and
Panel Designations for the Fatigue Test Program

Carbon Fiber
with FOS

Core
Material

End-Grain
Balsa Wood
Core
PVC Foam
Core

Face Sheet Material
Carbon Fiber
E-glass
Control
with FOS
without FOS

E-glass
Control
without FOS

2 (CB2-3)

1 (CB1)

2 (GB2-3)

1 (GB1)

2 (CF2-3)

1 (CF1)

2 (GF2-3)

1 (GF1)

Two panels with fiber optic strain sensors embedded in the center of the tension
side face sheet were fabricated for each of the materials combinations in the test program.
The panels were fabricated at the Advanced Engineered Wood Composites (AEWC)
Center at the University of Maine using the Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding
(VARTM) process with the Seemann Composites Resin Infusions Molding Process
(SCRIMP) technology which was presented in Chapter 3.
The material combinations of the panels consisted of: carbon fiber face sheets and
end-grain balsa wood core (CB), carbon fiber face sheets and foam core (CF), E-glass
face sheets and end-grain balsa wood core (GB), and E-glass face sheets and foam core
(GF), as detailed in Table 5.1. At least one panel for each panel set in the test matrix was
fabricated without an embedded FOS in order to determine the ultimate failure load of the
sandwich panel. All control panels without FOS, which were tested to failure, were given
the numerical designation of one. For example CF1 was the carbon fiber face sheet and
foam core panel tested to failure. The two panels with embedded FOS, which were
fatigue tested, were given the numerical designation of either two or three. For example
CF2 or CF3, which were the two panels with carbon fiber face sheets and foam cores
with embedded FOS. The panel designations are specified in parentheses in Table 5.1.
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5.3.2. Panel Failure Tests
Panel failure test were conducted on the control panels for each panel set to
determine the ultimate failure load. The ultimate failure loads from these failure tests
were used to determine the maximum and minimum loads for the fatigue testing and the
maximum load for the quasi-static ramp tests.
Before the panel failure tests were conducted, it was necessary to determine the
appropriate corner bolt torque of the hydromat test fixture for each of the panel sets. The
corner bolt torque values were found in accordance with ASTM D 6416. The corner bolt
torque values for each panel set are shown in Table 5.2.
The failure tests for each panel were conducted in accordance with ASTM D 6416
utilizing the HTS. During the failure tests the center panel deflection was monitored
using a LVDT, pressure within the pressure bladder was monitored using a pressure
transducer, load from the load cell was recorded, and strains from the FOS embedded in
the center of the panel tension side face sheet were recorded. A 44 N (10 lbf) initial load
was applied to the panel to seat all bearing surfaces. The actuator was then moved down
at a rate of 1.0 mm/min (0.050 in/min), increasingly loading the sandwich composite
panel until failure occurred. Failure was determined to occur when the load and pressure
readings either stopped increasing or began to decline (ASTM 2001). Due to the test
setup and the construction of the pressure bladder, in which the pressure transducer exited
out of the side of the pressure bladder which was in the path of the test fixture, the test
was stopped once the fixture had reached a position limit set just above the height of the
pressure transducer.
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The average panel failure loads for each panel set are shown in Table 5.2. Since
multiple failure tests were conducted for some panel sets, an average of the ultimate
failure load was used to determine the fatigue test parameters. Based on the results of the
failure tests for panel sets CB and CF, a failure load of 35.59 kN (8000 lbf) was used for
determining the fatigue test parameters. For panel sets GB and GF, a failure load of
44.48 kN (10000 lbf) was utilized for the determination of fatigue test parameters.
Failure tests of panels for the GB and GF sets included multiple panels both with
embedded defective FOS and without FOS. Although the embedded FOS in these panels
were not reading properly and were deemed defective the panels themselves had no
defects. The panels with the embedded FOS did not exhibit a decrease in the failure load
as compared to the panels without embedded FOS.
Table 5.2 Corner Bolt Torque Values and Ultimate Failure Loads for Each Panel Set

Panel Set
GB
GF
CB
CF

Corner Bolt
Torque (N-m)
9.04
9.04
7.23
7.23

Ultimate Failure
Load (kN)
43.15
47.15
35.88
34.03

5.3.3. Fatigue Test Parameters
Parameters for the fatigue test program were chosen based on past testing
experience, preliminary testing results, a review of fatigue tests conducted with the HTS,
and from ASTM standard tests (ASTM 2001; 2002). Classical fatigue, in which a
constant load amplitude is utilized with a sinusoidal waveform, was adopted for the
cyclic loading. The stress ratio, the ratio of the minimum load to the maximum load, for
the testing program was set at 0.1. The maximum load value was computed as 50% of
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the ultimate failure load of the control panel within the panel set. The minimum load
value was therefore 5% of the ultimate failure load value based on the stress ratio. The
maximum number of cycles intended for the test program was 1,000,000 cycles. If
during fatigue testing the maximum cycle count reached the 1,000,000 cycle limit
without the panel failing, the maximum and minimum loads were increased in order to
induce failure within a reasonable time. If an adjustment in the loads was made, the same
adjustment was made to the other panel within the set in order to achieve failure within
the desired time frame of 1,000,000 cycles.
Fatigue tests were conducted at a frequency of 5 Hz initially but due to
complications with the laboratory hydraulic system and interference with other testing,
the frequency was reduced to 4 Hz. The frequency was chosen based on the capabilities
of the actuator and servo-hydraulic testing equipment and the need to reduce the duration
of the fatigue testing due to scheduling concerns. In past fatigue studies, fatigue tests
utilizing the HTS were conducted at a frequency of 2 Hz (Bertelsen 1992a; 1992b; 2000).
During these past fatigue tests, core temperatures were monitored due to concerns with
heating of the core. The results from the core temperature study showed that no heating
was observed during the fatigue cycling. Due to the schedule of testing, with the fatigue
cycling stopped for quasi-static ramp tests at specific points and also at the end of each
day, heating of the panel and core material was not a concern even at the increased
frequency.
An initial ASTM D 6416 quasi-static ramp test was conducted on the panel to be
fatigued before cyclic loading began. The fatigue test was stopped and ramp tests were
conducted every 50,000 cycles throughout the duration of the fatigue testing and for all
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panels. During the ramp tests the center panel deflection was measured using a LVDT,
the pressure within the pressure bladder was measured using a pressure transducer, load
values were monitored using a load cell, and strains at the center of the panel in the
middle of the tension side face sheet were recorded utilizing the embedded fiber optic
strain sensor and the BUS system, a simultaneous fiber-optic multi-channel signal
conditioner. This system was used in conjunction with the FISO Commander
BUS/Veloce Edition software to read, gather and record data from the fiber optic strain
gages. A data acquisition system was also used to gather and record the pressure,
deflection, and load values.
During the fatigue cycling, failure of the panel was determined to occur when
noticeable deformation appeared and the position of the HTS fixture reached a
predetermined limit. The limit was set to prevent damage to the pressure transducer
which exited out the side of the pressure bladder and would be hit if the HTS deflected
too much. After failure occurred, a final quasi-static ramp test was preformed.
5.4. Fatigue Testing Results
Results from the ASTM D 6416 ramp tests for each of sandwich panels in the
fatigue test program were used to determine the performance of the panel and of the
embedded sensor during the course of the fatigue cycling. Bladder pressure versus panel
center deflection curves were created for each quasi-static ramp test to monitor the
relative panel stiffness, which corresponds to the slope of the pressure versus deflection
curve. Curves of the fiber optic sensor strain values versus the center panel deflection
were also created to determine the performance of the FOS throughout the fatigue testing.
The curves were created from data collected from the ramp tests conducted at every
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100,000 cycles. The curves for each ramp test conducted on a panel were plotted in the
same figure to graphically show the change in the panel stiffness and sensor behavior
over the course of the fatigue testing. The variability of the results from the ramp tests
was considered and a comparison of panel performance within a set and also with other
material lay-up sequences was also made.
Data was collected periodically during the fatigue cycling of the panels to
determine whether the testing equipment was performing at the specified load levels.
Figure 5.1 is a FOS strain versus time curve for panel CB2 collected during the fatigue
cycling around the 399,000 cycle mark. The curve shows that the actuator was capable
of attaining a frequency of 4 Hz and that upper and lower strain values were consistently
reached. Figure 5.1, a load versus time curve, shows that the loading of the panel was
consistent as the upper and lower load values reached were the same throughout the
curve.
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Figure 5.1 Panel CB2 FOS Strain versus Time Curve During
Fatigue Cycling around 399,000 Cycles
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Figure 5.2 Panel CB2 Load versus Time Curve During Fatigue
Cycling around 399,000 Cycles
5.4.1. GB Panel Set Results
The first panel in the fatigue testing program to be tested was panel GB2. Based
on the panel failure test of control panel GB1, the maximum load for both the fatigue
cycling and the quasi-static ramp tests for GB2 and GB3 was initially set at 22.24 kN
(5000 lbf). When 1,000,000 cycles was reached and the panel had yet to suffer any loss
in stiffness the maximum load was increased to induce damage to the panel and
ultimately failure. The maximum load for the fatigue cycling and the ramp tests for this
panel was increased to 26.69 kN (6000 lbf).
Panel GB2 was fatigued for another 300,000 cycles at the increased load level.
The results from the quasi-static ramp tests at the increased load indicated that there was
still no loss in panel stiffness after 300,000 cycles. Rather than continue at this load level
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the maximum load was increased once again with the hope of inducing failure within a
reasonable time frame. The maximum load for the fatigue cycling and the ramp tests for
this panel was increased to 31.14 kN (7000 lbf). The fatigue test was stopped after
80,697 cycles at the increased load level due to panel failure. A large increase in
deflection of the panel, which indicates a loss in panel stiffness and failure occurred
causing fears of damage to the pressure transducer as a result of the increased deflection
of the test fixture. A final ramp test was then conducted on the panel. A summary of the
maximum loading during the fatigue cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at each
load level is shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel GB2
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
22.24
26.69
31.14

Fatigue Cycle Count
1,000,000
300,000
80,697

Pressure versus deflection curves collected from the ramp tests of panel GB2 are
depicted in Figure 5.3. The slopes of the curves were fairly consistent up until the final
ramp test which was conducted after failure had occurred. The pressure versus deflection
curve for the final ramp test was plotted in Figure 5.3 and the difference in this curve and
the other ramp tests was a result of panel stiffness loss which is evident by the increase in
center deflection at the same loading or equivalent bladder pressure. The pressure versus
panel center deflection curves for the ramp tests, excluding the final ramp test, were
similar and had an average slope value of 45.98 kN/mm (262.6 kip/in) and a COV of
1.5%.
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Figure 5.3 Panel GB2 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
During each of the ramp tests conducted on panel GB2, values from the
embedded FOS were also recorded in order to monitor the performance of the FOS under
fatigue cycling and failure of the sandwich panel. The strain from the embedded FOS
versus center panel deflection curves from the ramp tests were plotted in Figure 5.4.
These curves are used as an indication of the performance of the embedded FOS. The
slope of the curves appear to remain relatively consistent up until the final ramp test with
a average slope value, excluding the final ramp test, of 260.9 microstrains/mm (6626.9
microstrains/in) and a COV of 3.0%.

The low COV indicates the FOS performed

consistently throughout the duration of the fatigue cycling and the readings did not
appear to be effected by the cyclic loading. As was the case with the pressure versus
panel center deflection curve for panel GB2, the final ramp test resulted in a FOS strain
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versus panel center deflection that had a lower slope than previous ramp tests. This
difference was a result of failure of the panel and was seen in all final ramp tests
conducted on panels within this fatigue study.
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Figure 5.4 Panel GB2 Representative FOS Strain versus Center Panel Deflection:
Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The pressure versus deflection curves collected from the quasi-static ramp tests
conducted on panel GB3 are presented in Figure 5.5. Based on the panel failure tests and
the fatigue testing results of the first panel in the set, panel GB2, the maximum load for
both the fatigue cycling and the ramp tests was initially set at 26.69 kN (6000 lbf). This
load level was chosen because it was expected to result in damage and panel failure
within 1,000,000 cycles. Increasing the load further may have resulted in a relatively
quick failure limiting the amount of data collected. When 1,000,000 cycles was reached
and the panel had yet to suffer any loss in stiffness, the maximum load for the fatigue
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cycling and the ramp tests was increased to 31.14 kN (7000 lbf) in order induce damage
in the panel.
The fatigue test was stopped after an additional 45,549 cycles at this load level
due to an increase in the deflection of the fixture and concerns of damage to the testing
equipment. At this point the panel was considered to have reached failure and a final
ramp test was conducted on the panel. A summary of the maximum loading during the
fatigue cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at each load level is shown in Table 5.4.
The slopes of the pressure versus panel center deflection curves from each of the ramp
tests were similar throughout the duration of the fatigue testing with an average slope
value of 42.98 kN/mm (245.4 kip/in) and a COV of 1.0%.
Table 5.4 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel GB3
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
26.69
31.14
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Fatigue Cycle Count
1,000,000
45,549
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Figure 5.5 Panel GB3 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The performance of the FOS under fatigue cycling and failure of the sandwich
panel was monitored and compared over the duration of the testing using the FOS strain
versus panel center deflection curves obtained for each ramp test which are plotted in
Figure 5.6. The curves appear to remain relatively consistent until the final ramp test.
The ramp tests had an average slope of 316.6 microstrains/mm (8040.9 microstrains/in)
and a COV of 3.5%.
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Figure 5.6 Panel GB3 Representative FOS Strain versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
A comparison of the curves and maximum values for the two panels, GB2 and
GB3, that make up the GB panel set are shown in Table 5.3. Average maximum values
from a set of representative quasi-static ramp tests conducted at the same load level of
26.69 kN (6000 lbf) for each panel were chosen for the comparison of maximum values.
Average slope values for pressure versus deflection and panel center deflection versus
FOS strain values were found using all ramp tests excluding the final ramp test conducted
after failure.

Comparisons of the panel performance were based on the maximum

deflection and pressure values along with the slopes of the pressure versus deflection
curves which were found utilizing the method of least squares to determine a best fit line.
Sensor performance was compared utilizing the slopes of the FOS strain versus panel
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center deflection curves, which were also found using the method of least squares, and
the maximum strain values for the representative ramp test.
Table 5.5 GB Panel Test Results Comparison

Panel

Average
Pressure vs.
Deflection
Slope
(kPa/mm)

Average Strain
vs. Deflection
Slope
(mm/microstrain)

Average
Maximum
Deflection
at 26.69 kN
(mm)

Average
Maximum
Pressure at
26.69 kN
(kPa)

Average
Maximum
Strain at
26.69 kN
(microstrain)

GB2

45.98

260.9

4.67

208.0

1255

COV (%)

1.5

3.0

-

-

-

GB3
COV (%)
Percent
Difference
(%)

42.98
1.0

316.6
3.5

4.83
-

205.5
-

1557
-

6.7

19

3.3

1.2

22

The panels within the set had an identical material lay-up sequence and therefore
the performance of the panels was expected to be similar. The performance of the panels
was comparable with a difference between the slopes of the pressure versus deflection
curves of 6.7% and a difference in maximum deflection values of 3.3% and maximum
pressure values of 1.2%.
The performance of the fiber optic strain sensors embedded in each of the panels
were expected to provide similar results due to the similarity of the sensors, their
locations within the panel, and the method used to fabricate them. The FOS embedded
within the panels proved to be durable and the data from the sensors remained consistent
throughout the ramp tests up until panel stiffness loss and failure evident in the final ramp
test. The comparison between the FOS values obtained from the two panels revealed a
difference between the sensor readings.

The difference between the slopes of the
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deflection versus strain curves was 19% and the maximum strain values had a difference
of 22%. The difference may be a result of poor sensor alignment with the face sheet
fibers during fabrication and also localized bending of the sensor and optical fiber
causing distorted readings and the resulting strain values would be consistent but
erroneous.
5.4.2. GF Panel Set Results
The first panel of the GF panel set to be tested was panel GF3. Based on the
failure tests of GF1, the maximum load for both the fatigue cycling and the quasi-static
ramp tests for GF3 was 22.24 kN (5000 lbf). The goal of the fatigue test was to induce
panel failure within 1,000,000 cycles and if the panel reached the cycle limit and had yet
to fail, the load was increased. Failure of panel GF3 occurred at 226,673 cycles when the
position of the actuator reached the predetermined lower limit, set to protect the pressure
transducer. A large increase in deflection of the panel, which indicated a loss in panel
stiffness and failure, was observed along with noticeable bulges to the panel. A summary
of the maximum loading during the fatigue cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at
each load level is shown in Table 5.6.

The pressure versus deflection curves collected

from the ramp tests of panel GF3 are shown in Figure 5.7. The average slopes of the two
pressure versus panel center deflection curves for the ramp tests conducted before failure
were similar and had an average slope value of 26.6 kN/mm (151.9 kip/in).
Table 5.6 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel GF3
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
22.24
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Figure 5.7 Panel GF3 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The panel center deflection versus FOS strain curves are plotted in Figure 5.8.
The FOS strain versus panel center deflection curves were consistent and had an average
slope of 254.5 microstrains/mm (6464.3 microstrains/in) with a difference between the
slopes of the two curves of 0.04%.
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Figure 5.8 Panel GF3 Representative FOS Strain versus Center Panel
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The pressure versus deflection curves collected from the ramp tests conducted on
panel GF2 are shown in Figure 5.9. Based on the panel failure tests and the fatigue
testing of the first panel in the set, panel GF3, the maximum load for both the fatigue
cycling and the ramp tests was set at 22.24 kN (5000 lbf) and panel failure was expected
to occur before 1,000,000 cycles was reached.
The fatigue test was stopped after 136,709 cycles due to an increase in the
deflection of the fixture and concerns of damage to the testing equipment. At this point
the panel was considered to have reached failure. A summary of the maximum loading
during the fatigue cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at each load level is shown in
Table 5.7. The pressure versus panel center deflection curves for the quasi-static ramp
tests conducted before failure were similar and had an average slope value of 24.7
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kN/mm (141 kip/in) and a COV of 1%. The final ramp test curve had a much lower
slope than the rest of the ramp test curves due to the loss of panel stiffness.
Table 5.7 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel GF2
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
22.24
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136,709
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Figure 5.9 Panel GF2 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The FOS strain values versus the panel center deflection are plotted in Figure
5.10. The FOS strain versus panel center deflection curves showed a consistent response
by the FOS sensor with an average slope of 106.2 microstrains/mm (2697.5
microstrains/in) and a COV of 1.6%. As was the case with previous panels, the slope of
the curve showed a decrease for the final ramp test as a result of the failure of the panel.
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Figure 5.10 Panel GF2 Representative FOS Strain versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
A comparison of the slopes of the curves and average maximum values for the
two panels, GF2 and GF3, are shown in Table 5.4. Average maximum FOS strain,
deflection, and pressure values were compared using data from a set of representative
ramp test conducted at the same load level of 22.24 kN (5000 lbf). Comparisons of the
panel performance were based on the average maximum values along with the slopes of
the pressure versus deflection curves which were found utilizing the method of least
squares to determine a best fit line. Sensor performance was compared utilizing the
slopes of the deflection versus strain curves, which were also found using the method of
least squares, and the average maximum strain values from the set of representative ramp
tests.
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Table 5.8 GF Panel Test Results Comparison

Panel

Average
Pressure vs.
Deflection
Slope
(kPa/mm)

Average Strain
vs. Deflection
Slope
(mm/microstrain)

Average
Maximum
Deflection
at 22.24 kN
(mm)

Average
Maximum
Pressure at
22.24 kN
(kPa)

Average
Maximum
Strain at
22.24 kN
(microstrain)

GF2

24.7

106.2

7.07

171.2

768

GF3
Percent
Difference
(%)

26.58

254.5

6.74

174.8

1714.5

7.3

82

4.8

2.0

76

The panels within the GF set had an identical material lay-up sequence and
therefore the performance of the panels was expected to be similar. The performance of
the panels was comparable with a difference between the slopes of the pressure versus
deflection curves of 7.3% and a difference in maximum deflection values of 4.8% and
maximum pressure values of 2.0%.
Also, the performance of the fiber optic strain sensors embedded in each of the
panels were expected to provide similar results due to the similarity of the sensors, their
locations within the panel, and the method used to fabricate them. The FOS embedded
within the panels proved to be durable and the data from the sensors remained consistent
throughout the quasi-static ramp tests up until panel stiffness loss and failure, which was
evident in the final ramp test. The comparison between the FOS values obtained from the
two panels revealed a difference between their performance and this can be seen in the
slopes of the FOS strain versus panel center deflection curves which had a difference of
82% and the maximum strain values had a difference of 76%. The relatively large
difference between the values from the FOS embedded in the two panels may be a result
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of inadequate sensor alignment with the face sheet fibers during fabrication and also
localized bending of the optical fiber due to the embedment technique used.
5.4.3. CB Panel Set Results
The first panel in the CB panel set to be tested was panel CB2. Based on the
panel failure test of panel CB1, the maximum load for both the fatigue cycling and the
ramp tests for CB2 and CB3 was 17.79 kN (4000 lbf). Due to time constraints, when
500,000 cycles was reached and the panel had yet to suffer any loss in stiffness the load
was increased to induce damage to the panel and ultimately failure. The maximum load
for the fatigue cycling and the quasi-static ramp tests for this panel was increased to
22.24 kN (5000 lbf).
Panel CB2 was fatigued for another 250,000 cycles at the increased load levels.
The results from the ramp tests at the increased load indicated that there was still no loss
in panel stiffness.

Rather than continue at this load level the maximum load was

increased once again with the hope of inducing failure within a reasonable amount of
time. The maximum load for the fatigue cycling and the ramp tests for this panel was
increased to 24.47 kN (5500 lbf). Again, panel CB2 was fatigued for another 250,000
cycles at the increased load levels. The results from the ramp tests at the increased load
indicated that there was still no loss in panel stiffness and an increase in the load level
was necessary. The maximum load for the fatigue cycling and the ramp tests for this
panel was increased to 26.69 kN (6000 lbf).

The fatigue test was stopped after 58,111

cycles at the increased load level due to panel failure. A large increase in deflection of
the panel, which indicates a loss in panel stiffness and failure occurred causing concerns
of damage to the pressure transducer as a result of the increased deflection of the test
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fixture. A final ramp test was then conducted on the panel. A summary of the maximum
loading during the fatigue cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at each load level is
shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel CB2
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
17.79
22.24
24.47
26.69

Fatigue Cycle Count
500,000
250,000
250,000
58,111

Pressure versus deflection curves collected from the ramp tests of panel CB2 are
depicted in Figure 5.11. The slope of the curves were fairly consistent up until the final
ramp test which was conducted after failure had occurred. The pressure versus panel
center deflection curves for the ramp tests, excluding the final ramp test which was
conducted after failure, were similar and had an average slope value of 39.56 kN/mm
(225.9 kip/in) and a COV of 2.1%.
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Figure 5.11 Panel CB2 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
During each of the ramp tests conducted on panel CB2, values from the embedded
FOS were also recorded in order to monitor the performance of the FOS under fatigue
cycling and failure of the sandwich panel. The strain from the embedded FOS versus
panel center deflection curves from the ramp tests were plotted in Figure 5.12. These
curves were used as an indication of the performance of the embedded FOS. The slopes
of the curves appear to remain relatively consistent up until the final ramp test with a
average slope value, excluding the final ramp test, of 264.7 microstrains/mm (6723.4
microstrains/in) and a COV of 3.1%.

The low COV indicates the FOS performed

consistently throughout the duration of the fatigue cycling and the readings did not
appear to be effected by the cyclic loading.
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Figure 5.12 Panel CB2 Pressure FOS Strain versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The pressure versus deflection curves collected from the ramp tests conducted on
panel CB3 are presented in Figure 5.13. Based on the panel failure tests and the fatigue
testing results of the first panel in the set, panel CB2, the maximum load for both the
fatigue cycling and the ramp tests was set at 24.47 kN (5500 lbf). This load level was
chosen because it was expected to result in damage and panel failure within 1,000,000
cycles. Increasing the load further may have resulted in a relatively quick failure limiting
the amount of data collected.
The fatigue test was stopped after 376,471 cycles had elapsed due to an increase
in the deflection of the fixture and concerns with damaging the testing equipment. At this
point the panel was considered to have reached failure and a final quasi-static ramp test
was conducted on the panel. A summary of the maximum loading during the fatigue
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cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at each load level is shown in Table 5.10. The
slopes of the pressure versus panel center deflection curves from each of the quasi-static
ramp tests were similar throughout the duration of the fatigue testing with an average
slope value of 38.4 kN/mm (225.0 kip/in) and a COV of 0.9%.
Table 5.10 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel CB3
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
24.47

Fatigue Cycle Count
376,471
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Figure 5.13 Panel CB3 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The performance of the FOS under fatigue cycling and failure of the sandwich
panel was monitored and compared over the duration of the testing using the FOS strain
versus panel center deflection curves obtained for each ramp test which are plotted in
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Figure 5.14. The curves appear to remain relatively consistent until the final quasi-static
ramp test. The ramp tests had an average slope of 255.6 microstrains/mm (6492.3
microstrains/in) and a COV of 1.6%.
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Figure 5.14 Panel CB3 Representative FOS Strain versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
A comparison of the curves and maximum values for the two panels, CB2 and
CB3, that make up the CB panel set are shown in Table 5.5. Average maximum values
from a set of representative ramp tests conducted at the same load level of 24.47 kN
(5500 lbf) for each panel were chosen for the comparison of maximum values. Average
slope values for pressure versus deflection and panel center deflection versus FOS strain
values were found using all ramp tests excluding the final ramp test conducted after
failure. Comparisons of the panel performance were based on the maximum deflection
and pressure values along with the slopes of the pressure versus deflection curves which
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were found utilizing the method of least squares to determine a best fit line. Sensor
performance was compared utilizing the slopes of the FOS strain versus panel center
deflection curves, which were also found using the method of least squares, and the
maximum strain values for the representative ramp test.
Table 5.11 CB Panel Test Results Comparison

Panel

Average
Pressure vs.
Deflection
Slope
(kPa/mm)

Average Strain
vs. Deflection
Slope
(mm/microstrain)

Average
Maximum
Deflection
at 24.47 kN
(mm)

Average
Maximum
Pressure at
24.47 kN
(kPa)

Average
Maximum
Strain at
24.47 kN
(microstrain)

CB2

39.6

264.7

4.86

188.9

1316

COV (%)

2.1

3.1

-

-

-

CB3
COV (%)
Percent
Difference
(%)

38.4
0.9

255.6
1.6

4.96
-

189.2
-

1295.3
-

2.8

3.5

2.0

0.2

1.6

The panels within the set had an identical material lay-up sequence and therefore
the performance of the panels was expected to be similar. The performance of the panels
was similar with a difference between the slopes of the pressure versus deflection curves
of 2.8% and a difference in maximum deflection values of 2.0% and maximum pressure
values of 0.2%.
The performance of the fiber optic strain sensors embedded in each of the panels
were expected to also provide similar results due to the similarity of the sensors, their
locations within the panel, and the method used to fabricate them. The FOS embedded
within the panels proved to be durable and the data from the sensors remained consistent
throughout the ramp tests up until panel stiffness loss and failure evident in the final ramp
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test. The comparison between the FOS values obtained from the two panels showed a
similar performance between the sensors. The difference between the slopes of the
deflection versus strain curves was 3.5% and the maximum strain values had a difference
of 1.6%. Unlike the GB and GF panels, the FOS embedded in the CB panels compared
well with one another. This may be a result of the different embedment techniques used
during the fabrication process due to the construction of the fabric. The carbon fiber
material was unidirectional and therefore the optical fiber was tied to a tow using thread
whereas the E-glass fabric was a woven material and the embedment technique consisted
of weaving the optical fiber under several tows.
5.4.4. CF Panel Set Results
The first panel of the CF panel set to be tested was panel CF2. Based on the
failure tests of CF1, the maximum load for both the fatigue cycling and the ramp tests for
CF2 was 17.79 kN (4000 lbf). Failure of panel CF2 occurred at 199,862 cycles when the
position of the actuator reached the predetermined lower limit, set to protect the pressure
transducer. A large increase in deflection of the panel, which indicated a loss in panel
stiffness and failure, was observed along with noticeable bulges to the panel. A summary
of the maximum loading during the fatigue cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at
each load level is shown in Table 5.12. The pressure versus deflection curves collected
from the ramp tests of panel CF2 are shown in Figure 5.15. The pressure versus panel
center deflection curves for the ramp tests conducted before failure were similar and had
an average slope value of 23.57 kN/mm (134.6 kip/in) with a COV of 1.1%.
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Table 5.12 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel CF2
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
17.79

Fatigue Cycle Count
199,862
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140
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Figure 5.15 Panel CF2 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The FOS strain versus panel center deflection curves are plotted in Figure 5.16.
The curves were consistent and had an average slope of 150.74 microstrains/mm (3828.8
microstrains/in) with a difference between the slopes of the two curves of 1.4%.
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Figure 5.16 Panel CF2 Representative FOS Strain versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison

The pressure versus deflection curves collected from the ramp tests conducted on
panel CF3 are shown in Figure 5.17. Based on the panel failure tests and the fatigue
testing of the first panel in the set, panel CF2, the maximum load for both the fatigue
cycling and the ramp tests was set at 17.79 kN (4000 lbf) and panel failure was expected
to occur before 1,000,000 cycles was reached.
The fatigue test was stopped after 150,868 cycles due to an increase in the
deflection of the fixture and fears of damage to the testing equipment. At this point the
panel was considered to have reached failure. A summary of the maximum loading
during the fatigue cycling and the number of cycles elapsed at each load level is shown in
Table 5.13.

The pressure versus panel center deflection curves for the ramp tests

conducted before failure were similar and had an average slope value of 21.1 kN/mm
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(120.5 kip/in). The final ramp test curve had a much lower slope than the rest of the
ramp test curves due to the loss of panel stiffness.
Table 5.13 Summary of Maximum Fatigue Loads and the Duration of Fatigue
Cycling at that Load for Panel CF3
Maximum Load During Fatigue (kN)
17.79

Fatigue Cycle Count
150,868
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Final Ramp Test-150,868 Cycles
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Figure 5.17 Panel CF3 Representative Pressure versus Panel Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
The FOS strain values versus the panel center deflection are plotted in Figure
5.18. The FOS strain versus center panel deflection curves showed a consistent response
by the FOS sensor with an average slope of 143.8 microstrains/mm (3652.5
microstrains/in). As was the case with previous panels, the slope of the curve showed a
decrease for the final ramp test as a result of the failure of the panel.
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Figure 5.18 Panel CF3 Representative FOS Strain Panel versus Center
Deflection: Quasi-Static Ramp Test Comparison
A comparison of the slopes of the curves and average maximum values for the
two panels, CF2 and CF3, are shown in Table 5.14. Average maximum FOS strain,
deflection, and pressure values were compared using data from a set of representative
ramp test conducted at the same load level of 22.24 kN (5000 lbf). Comparisons of the
panel performance were based on the average maximum values along with the slopes of
the pressure versus deflection curves which were found utilizing the method of least
squares to determine a best fit line. Sensor performance was compared utilizing the
slopes of the FOS strain versus panel center deflection curves, which were also found
using the method of least squares, and the average maximum strain values from the set of
representative ramp tests.
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Table 5.14 CF Panel Test Results Comparison

Panel

Average
Pressure vs.
Deflection
Slope
(kPa/mm)

Average Strain
vs. Deflection
Slope
(mm/microstrain)

Average
Maximum
Deflection
at 17.79 kN
(mm)

Average
Maximum
Pressure at
17.79 kN
(kPa)

Average
Maximum
Strain at
17.79 kN
(microstrain)

CF2

23.5

150.7

6.13

140.9

908.7

CF3
Percent
Difference
(%)

21.1

143.8

6.76

139.2

965

11

4.7

9.7

1.2

6.0

The panels within the CF set had an identical material lay-up sequence and
therefore the performance of the panels was expected to be similar. The performance of
the panels was comparable with a difference between the slopes of the pressure versus
deflection curves of 11% and a difference in maximum deflection values of 9.7% and
maximum pressure values of 1.2%.
Also, the performance of the fiber optic strain sensors embedded in each of the
panels were expected to provide similar results due to the similarity of the sensors, their
locations within the panel, and the method used to fabricate them. The FOS embedded
within the panels proved to be durable and the data from the sensors remained consistent
throughout the ramp tests up until panel stiffness loss and failure, which was evident in
the final ramp test. The comparison between the FOS values obtained from the two
panels revealed a similar performance and this can be seen in the slopes of the FOS strain
versus panel center deflection curves which had a difference of 4.7% and the maximum
strain values had a difference of 6.0%. Like with the CB panel, the performance of the
sensors embedded in the CF2 and CF3 panels were similar unlike the FOS performance
in the GB and GF panel sets.
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5.5. 3-D Digital Image Correlation Results
Preliminary and final quasi-static ramp tests were conducted on each of the panels
in the fatigue test program utilizing a 3-D DIC system, a photogrammetry system capable
of non-contact full-field strain and displacement measurements (Lopez-Anido 2004).
The goal of using this system was to obtain full field strain values for each of the panels
and to compare the average strain values obtained with the DIC system, which were
calculated for a small area selected at the center of the panel, with those recorded
simultaneously by the embedded FOS.
The strain values obtained from the DIC system included a high amount of
variability. An example of the variability in the strain values can be seen in the plot of the
minimum, maximum, and average strain values versus load for panel CB2 in Figure 5.19.
The curve shows a linear trend in the DIC strain values, which was expected, but as a
result of the variability in the strain values, the DIC system was not used as a direct
comparison with the FOS strain values but instead was used to verify the magnitude of
the strain values recorded using the FOS. The curve of the FOS strain data versus load
was also plotted in Figure 5.19 to provide a graphical comparison of the strain values
from the embedded FOS with the values from the DIC system. The FOS strain curve
appears similar to the DIC system average strain curve in both slope and the maximum
strain value.
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Figure 5.19 FOS Strain Values and DIC Minimum, Maximum, and Average Strain Area
Statistic Strain Values versus Load for the Preliminary Quasi-Static Ramp Test of Panel
CB2
An example of the DIC strain variability in E-glass face sheet panels is shown in
the plot of the minimum, maximum, and average strain values versus load for panel GB3
in Figure 5.20. FOS strain versus load curve obtained during the same preliminary ramp
test was also plotted in Figure 5.20. As discussed previously, the FOS sensors embedded
in the E-glass panels did not perform as well as the sensors embedded in the carbon fiber
face sheet panels and this is evident in the comparison of the FOS and DIC strain curves
in Figure 5.20. There was a larger difference in the slope of the FOS strain curve when
compared to the DIC average strain curve for panel GB3 as compared to panel CB2,
although the FOS curve for GB3 was within the range of strain values bound by the
maximum and minimum strain curves.
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Figure 5.20 FOS Strain Values and DIC Minimum, Maximum, and Average Strain Area
Statistic Strain Values versus Load for the Preliminary Quasi-Static Ramp Test of Panel
GB3
Results from the DIC preliminary ramp tests conducted on each fatigue test panel
are shown in Table 5.15. The approximate DIC strain values at the maximum load
during the preliminary ramp tests are presented and used as a comparison to the
magnitude of the strain values from the embedded fiber optic strain sensor. Note that due
to the variability in the strain data, all DIC values were approximated using the trend of
the DIC strain curve and based on judgment. The comparison of strain values from the
preliminary ramp tests show that the sensors embedded in the CB and CF panels
performed relatively well when compared to the DIC average strain values. The sensors
embedded in the GB and GF panels did not perform as well when compared to the DIC
strain values but the FOS strain values were still within the range between the maximum
and minimum DIC strain values for several of the panels. For the panels with FOS strain
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values outside of the range of strain values, the magnitude was still reasonable, just below
the minimum DIC strain values. A small difference between the FOS and average DIC
strain values of approximately 5-7% was expected due to the depth to which the FOS was
embedded.

The DIC system measures surface strains and due to the linear strain

distribution through the depth of the panel a slightly lower strain value was expected at
the location of the FOS embedded in the middle of the top face sheet. The average DIC
strain values were consistently higher than the FOS strain values, which was expected,
but the difference was higher than anticipated.
Table 5.15 Table of Approximate Maximum Values of DIC Data for Preliminary
Quasi-Static Ramp Tests of Fatigue Test Panels
Approximate Maximum
Strain Values
FOS (microstrain)

GB2

GB3

GF2

GF3

CB2

CB3

CF2

1056

1191

722

1708

1009

973

975

Minimum DIC (microstrain)

900

1275

1100

1400

350

250

750

Maximum DIC (microstrain)

1950

2000

2275

2350

1650

2000

1750

Average DIC (microstrain)

1500

1730

1730

1900

1200

1175

1250

% Difference Between FOS
and Average DIC Values

35

37

82

11

17

19

25

Maximum Load (kN)

22.24

22.24

22.24

22.24

17.79

17.79

17.79

Results from the DIC final ramp tests conducted on each of the fatigue test panels
are shown in Table 5.16. The data was used to check the performance of the FOS after
failure of the panel had occurred. The approximate DIC strain values at the maximum
load during the final ramp tests are presented and used as a comparison of the magnitude
of the strain values from the embedded fiber optic sensor. All panels after failure had
similar average DIC strain values and the FOS strain values. This differed from the
preliminary testing results in which only the CB and CF panel sets compared favorably
with the DIC strain values.
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Table 5.16 Table of Approximate Maximum Values of DIC Data for Final
Quasi-Static Ramp Tests of Fatigue Test Panels
Approximate
Maximum Strain
Values
FOS
(microstrain)
Minimum DIC
(microstrain)
Maximum DIC
(microstrain)
Average DIC
(microstrain)
% Difference
Between FOS and
Average DIC
Values
Maximum Load
(kN)

GB2

GB3

GF2

GF3

CB2

CB3

CF2

CF3

1014

1151

628

1274

584

641

504

528

250

825

250

575

250

250

200

250

1450

1650

1350

1675

1200

1500

1050

1450

900

1175

800

1150

725

675

600

700

12

2.1

24

10

22

5.2

17

28

13.35

17.79

14.68

17.79

13.34

13.34

13.34

13.34

5.6. Sandwich Composite Panel Modeling
The goal of modeling a sandwich composite panel is to develop a combined
experimental and numerical approach to obtain relevant elastic properties of the panel
from a single test conducted using the hydromat test system in lieu of a series of material
tests. This technique is based on the optimization of the elastic properties of a sandwich
panel using an analytical solution for sandwich plates and full-field experimental data
obtained from the DIC system applied to load tests. In order to conduct the optimization
of the elastic properties, a good correlation between the analytical solution and the
experimental results is required as a prerequisite.

The objective function of the

optimization process is the sum of the square of the difference between the analytical and
experimental displacements in general.
Preliminary results obtained from the DIC system applied to load tests were used
to compare the experimental panel center deflections to those from the analytical
solution. The preliminary results from this comparison correlate well. The full-field DIC
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data is currently being used by a Ph.D. student to validate the numerical approach
developed to determine the elastic properties.
5.7. Conclusions
The FOS embedded in the tension side face sheet of the sandwich composite panels
in the fatigue test study proved to be durable as all FOS survived the duration of the
fatigue cycling without any problems or complications. Comparisons of the performance
of the embedded sensors for the panels within a set were made utilizing the average
slopes of the FOS strain versus panel center deflection curves and the average maximum
strain values. The FOS sensors embedded in the panel sets with carbon fiber face sheets,
CB and CF, performed similarly. The FOS sensors embed in the panel sets with the Eglass face sheets, GB and GF, did not perform as well as the carbon fiber face sheet panel
sets and differences between the slope and maximum values of the sensors embedded in
the panels within a set were found.
The difference in the performance of sensors embedded in panels with carbon fiber
face sheets as compared to the sensors embedded in panels with E-glass face sheets may
be due to a number of factors including: tip misalignment, erroneous sensor location, and
bending and effects on the optical fiber due to the embedment technique utilized. For the
E-glass face sheet panels, since the fabric was a woven material, the optical fiber was
woven into the fabric to keep the sensor in place. The weaving of the optical fiber may
have caused local bending of the fiber causing distortions in the light intensity and
therefore strain values. The sandwich composite panels with carbon fiber face sheets
were fabricated in a slightly different manner. Since the carbon fiber was a unidirectional
fabric, the optical fiber was tied to several tows using thread instead of weaving it
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through the layer. Because the sensor was tied, bending of the fiber may not have
occurred as it did in the E-glass face sheet panels.
Data from preliminary and final ramp tests conducted utilizing the 3-D DIC system
was used as a comparison to verify the magnitudes of the strain values obtained with the
FOS.

Since there was variability in the data obtained with the DIC system, exact

comparisons of maximum strain values for each panel could not be made but instead a
general understanding of the magnitudes of the strain values was obtained. The DIC data
compared relatively well with the panels with carbon fiber face sheets and the strain
values for the E-glass face sheet panel sets exhibited a larger difference for the
preliminary ramp tests. For the final ramp tests conducted after panel failure, the FOS
strain values for all panels within the test program compared well with the average DIC
strain values.
The performance of the panels themselves was evaluated using the bladder pressure
versus panel center deflection curves, which provided an indication of the relative panel
stiffness, and the maximum pressure and deflection values. When panels within a set
were compared, all panel sets had a similar panel stiffness performance which was
expected due to the identical lay-up sequences and materials used.
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Chapter 6
6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH WORK

6.1. Structural Health Monitoring of Structural Elements in an Office Building
Using Fiber Optic Strain Sensors Embedded in Polymer Matrix Composite
Laminates
A method to fabricate polymer matrix composite laminates with fiber optic
sensors embedded in the mid-plane utilizing VARTM/SCRIMP processing was
developed and implemented.

During the stages of fabrication, preparation, and

installation only one sensor was damaged; this was attributed to the combination of the
small geometry of the laminate and a mistake made during the fabrication process, which
resulted in the optical fiber snaking through the panel. The fiber optic strains sensors
were successfully installed without damage to the sensors. The sensors embedded in the
composite material provided the necessary protection to install the sensors without
problems; this is especially important for use of these sensors in the potentially harsh
conditions encountered when installed on structural elements in the field.
With the help of the building contractors, a sensor system was setup at the AEWC
Center office building expansion with a central hub. The ability to monitor three wood
beams from a central location makes the monitoring process practical. The structural
health monitoring system has potential to be used for larger constructed facilities, such as
a bridge, which require large sensor networks.
The monitoring results for the sensors are still in the preliminary stage and more
data is planned to be collected before accurate conclusions can be drawn. At the time of
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writing this report, the sensors appear to be functioning properly and are providing
reasonable results which reflect expected loading conditions.
6.2. Method to Embed Fiber Optic Sensors in Sandwich Composite Panels Utilizing
the VARTM/SCRIMP Fabrication Process
A method to embed fiber optic strain sensors in polymer matrix composite sheets
fabricated by the VARTM/SCRIMP fabrication process was successfully developed. The
method was proven to be reliable during the fabrication process resulting in durable
sensor embedment. Eight sandwich composite panels with embedded fiber optic strain
sensors were successfully fabricated for durability assessment through a fatigue test
program. Problems were encountered with several of the FOS as a result of the routing
of the fiber optic cable under the fabric tows of the E-glass face sheets during the
embedment process. When vacuum was applied to the part, it is believed the tows caused
localized bending of the optical fiber resulting in a change in the signal intensity which
caused erroneous readings. No problems were encountered with the fiber optic sensors
embedded in the panels with carbon fiber face sheets; in this case the optical fiber was
tied to the carbon fiber tows instead of being woven into the fabric.
The method presented for fabricating sandwich composite panels with embedded
FOS was initially time consuming; however, with experience the time to fabricate one
panel was reduced to approximately three hours. A recommendation for fabricating
future panels utilizing this method would be to alter the length of the FOS. The FOS
embedded in the fatigue test program sandwich panels was utilized because of the
availability of these sensors in the laboratory. Ideally the embedded portion of the FOS
would be shorter and would follow a tow in the warp direction. Without turning into a
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curved section, the FOS would exit through the surface of the panel several inches from
the panel edge. This would reduce the amount of time needed to embed the sensor within
the panel.
6.3.

Assessment of the Hydromat Test System to Characterize the Bending

Response of Sandwich Composite Panels
The round robin test program demonstrated that the HTS produced repeatable
results at two laboratory settings using a similar fixture. For individual panels, repeated
tests conducted at the each laboratory yielded similar results. The slope of the pressure
versus center panel deflection curves from the panel tests were slightly higher at
UMaine’s laboratory compared to MTU’s laboratory. The higher experimental slope
values computed at UMaine, may be due to the difference in the way the test fixture was
setup at both laboratories. Although there is a relatively small difference between the
experimental results at both laboratories, they follow the same trend. For example, this
trend is observed with the AF panel set, where the AF1 and AF3 panels have a similar
slope magnitude while the AF2 panel had a higher slope magnitude at both laboratories.
Future tests are planned to continue and expand the round robin study. Additional
panel sets, which consist of different panel lay ups and material combinations, are
planned to be tested by an ASTM task group. Also, the panel sets are planned to be
tested at several other laboratories with similar HTS fixtures, which may give a better
understanding of the variability of the test results between laboratories and the
repeatability of the test method.
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6.4.

Durability of EFPI Fiber Optic Strain Sensors Embedded in Sandwich

Composite Panels Subjected to Fatigue Loads
The FOS embedded in the tension side face sheet of the sandwich composite panels
in the fatigue test study proved to be durable as all FOS survived the duration of the
fatigue cycling without any problems or complications. Comparisons of the performance
of the embedded sensors for the panels within a set were made utilizing the average
slopes of the FOS strain versus panel center deflection curves and the average maximum
strain values. The FOS sensors embedded in the panel sets with carbon fiber face sheets,
CB and CF, performed similarly. The FOS sensors embed in the panel sets with the Eglass face sheets, GB and GF, did not perform as well with regard to repeatability
compared to the carbon fiber face sheet panel sets. Differences between the slope and
maximum values of the sensors embedded in the panels with E-glass face sheets within a
set were found.
The difference in the performance of sensors embedded in panels with carbon fiber
face sheets as compared to the sensors embedded in panels with E-glass face sheets may
be due to a number of factors including: tip misalignment, erroneous sensor location, and
bending and effects on the optical fiber due to the embedment technique utilized. For the
E-glass face sheet panels, since the fabric was a woven material, the optical fiber was
woven into the fabric to keep the sensor in place. The weaving of the optical fiber may
have caused local bending of the fiber causing distortions in the light intensity and
therefore affect the strain values. The sandwich composite panels with carbon fiber face
sheets were fabricated in a slightly different manner. Since the carbon fiber was a
unidirectional fabric, the optical fiber was tied to several tows using thread instead of
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weaving it through the layer. Because the sensor was tied, bending of the fiber may not
have occurred as it did in the E-glass face sheet panels.
Data from preliminary and final ramp tests conducted utilizing the 3-D DIC system
was used as a comparison to verify the magnitudes of the strain values obtained with the
FOS.

Since there was variability in the data obtained with the DIC system, exact

comparisons of maximum strain values for each panel could not be made but instead a
general understanding of the magnitudes of the strain values was obtained. The DIC data
compared relatively well with the panels with carbon fiber face sheets and the strain
values for the E-glass face sheet panel sets exhibited a larger difference for the
preliminary ramp tests. For the final ramp tests conducted after panel failure, the FOS
strain values for all panels within the test program compared well with the average DIC
strain values.
The performance of the panels themselves was evaluated using the bladder pressure
versus panel center deflection curves, which provided an indication of the relative panel
stiffness, and the maximum pressure and deflection values. When panels within a set
were compared, all panel sets had a similar panel stiffness performance which was
expected due to the identical lay-up sequences and materials used.
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6.5. Future Work and Recommendations
•

Continuation of the structural health monitoring of the instrumented beams in the
AEWC Center office expansion. The monitoring of the beams during the spring and
summer months is critical for determining the functionality of the fiber optic strain
sensor laminates.

•

Verify the performance of the FOS laminates attached to the structural elements by
conducting load tests on the beams or controlled laboratory experiments with similar
beams with identical FOS laminates bonded to them using the same installation
method. Correlate the strain readings with strain values from other conventional
strain sensors.

•

Optimize the geometry and location of the FOS laminates for use with other types of
structural components and materials.

•

The use of remote fiber optic sensing should also be considered to avoid extension
cables routed through the structure.

The elimination of the fiber optic cable

connected to the sensor will reduce the potential for damage to the sensor network,
reduce installation time and costs, and allow the use of these sensors in less
accessible locations. Methods for application of the sensor laminate system should be
expanded for use on other typical structures including concrete and steel.
•

The ongoing inter-laboratory round robin study on ASTM D 6416 is expected to
expand the findings presented in this thesis. Additional panel sets, which consist of
different panel lay ups and material combinations, are planned to be tested as part of
this study. Also, the panel sets will be tested at several other laboratories with similar
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HTS fixtures, which may give a better understanding of the variability of the test
results between lab and the repeatability of the test method.
•

The structural health monitoring of sandwich composite panels was limited to the use
of EFPI fiber optic sensors but fiber Bragg grating sensors should also be considered.
Fiber Bragg grating sensors can provide a distributed network of strain sensors to
monitor the health at several locations within a structural component.

•

Failure of all sandwich composite panels appeared to be a result of core shear failure.
If possible, sandwich composite panels with embedded FOS sensors should be
designed such that failure during both ramp fatigue tests initiates in the tension side
face sheet. This panel optimization may lead to a better understanding of the effects
of the FOS on the strength and the failure mechanisms of the sandwich composite
panels.

•

Work on a sandwich composite panel model for orthotropic panels is still ongoing, as
well as the development of an inverse method to obtain panel properties based on
full-field DIC data.

•

Use the fatigue experimental characterization as a starting point in future research on
fatigue modeling.
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